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NIT  1 

 

What is Industrial Engineering? 

 

Vocabulary 

 

Branch/ a branch of  

Deal 

Deal with something / concerning with  

Optimize 

Process 

Develop/developed/developing/development  

Improve/improvement 

Implement/ implementation 

Evaluate/evaluation 

Integrate/integration  

Synthesis / synthesize 

As well as/Likewise/ in like manner/ along with/ moreover/ similarly 

Principle/ principal 

Specify/ specification 

Obtain 

Underlie/ underlying 

Concept/conception/ preconception 

Overlap 

Consider/ considerable/ considerably 

Orient/ direct/ lead/ guide 

U 
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Business-oriented 

Emphasize/ emphasis 

Extensive 

Profession/ proficient/ proficiency/professional 

Use/ usage 

Depend on/ independent/dependable  

Quantitative/Qualitative  

Specialty/specialist 

 Viewpoint/ point of view/ opinion 

Recruiter 

What is Industrial Engineering? 

Industrial engineering is a branch of engineering dealing with the optimization of complex processes or 

systems. It is concerned with the development, improvement, implementation and evaluation of integrated 

systems of people, money, knowledge, information, equipment, energy, materials, analysis and synthesis, 

as well as the mathematical, physical and social sciences together with the principles and methods of 

engineering design to specify, predict, and evaluate the results to be obtained from such systems or 

processes. Its underlying concepts overlap considerably with certain business-oriented disciplines such as 

Operations Management, but the engineering side tends to emphasize extensive mathematical proficiency 

and usage of quantitative methods. 

Depending on the sub-specialty(ies) involved, industrial engineering may also be known as operations 

management, management science, operations research, systems engineering, or manufacturing, usually 

depending on the viewpoint or motives of the user. Recruiters or educational establishments use the 

names to differentiate themselves from others. In health care, industrial engineers are more commonly 

known as health management engineers or health systems engineers. 

 

 

 

 

 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Engineering�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operations_management�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operations_management�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Management_science�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operations_research�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Systems_engineering�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Management_engineering�
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Vocabulary 

 

Concern: to relate to; to have an influence on 

Integrate: to form, coordinate, or blend into a functioning or unified whole; unite 

Draw upon: to use as a source of supply; draw on 

Principle: a comprehensive and fundamental law, doctrine, or assumption 

Specify: to name or state explicitly or in detail; to include as an item in a specification 

Predict: to declare or indicate in advance; forecast; prophesy; foretell 

Evaluate: to determine the significance, worth, or condition of usually by careful appraisal and study; assess 

Obtain: to gain or attain usually by planned action or effort; acquire 

Facilitate: make easy or easier; ease 

Discipline: a field of study; a rule or system of rules governing conduct or activity 

Interface: to interact or coordinate harmoniously 

Explicit: clean-cut, definite, definitive, express, specific 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Industrial Engineering is concerned with the design, improvement and installation of integrated 

systems of people, materials, equipment and energy. It draws upon specialized knowledge and 

social sciences together with the principles and methods of engineering analysis and design to 

specify, predict and evaluate the results to be obtained from such systems. 

To be more specific, the function of an industrial engineer is to integrate people, machines, 

materials and information to facilitate an effective operation and to maximize productivity. 

Therefore, system management becomes one of the key functions of an industrial engineer. 

Industrial engineering is the interfacing of people with machines. The design of a total system 

must include the behavioral characteristics, stress-strain relationships, load carrying energy 

characteristics, and motivational responses of the people who are vital links in a system in 

Strategies 
Skimming is reading quickly for a general understanding of the topic and organization of the 
passage.  
Scanning is looking through a passage to find specific information.  
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addition to the physical elements of the machines. Therefore, the uniqueness of industrial 

engineering is the explicit reference to people and social sciences in addition to natural sciences. 

Not only the design, installation, evaluation and redesign of machine systems are the major 

concerns of industrial engineering, but also the human factors in the system. 

 

 

1- What is the main idea of the first paragraph? 

1. Methods which are used in industrial engineering. 

2. What industrial engineering does with methods and science. 

3. Definition of industrial engineering. 

4. None of the above mentioned 

 

2- What is the main idea of the second paragraph? 

1. Maximizing productivity 

2. Use of industrial engineering. 

3. The key functions of an industrial engineer. 

4. System management as a single function 

 

3- What author is going to say in paragraph 3? 

1. Definition of industrial engineering 

2. Deference between industrial engineering and other engineering disciplines. 

3. Role of human factor in industrial engineering. 

4. Shining function of industrial engineering. 

 

 

4- According to the passage what industrial engineering is concerned with? 

1. Designing, classification and integration. 

2. Optimization, installation and integration. 

3. Improvement, design and installation. 

4. Qualification, installation and design. 
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5- All the options are the specific objective of industrial engineering EXCEPT….? 

1. Designing various systems 

2. Integrating people, machines, materials and information 

3. Facilitate an effective operation 

4. Maximize productivity 

 

6- According to the passage, which one is a key function in industrial engineering? 

1. Integration of people, machines, materials and information 

2. Optimization 

3. Maximizing productivity 

4. System management  

 

7- The uniqueness of industrial engineering is …….. . 

1. Clear-cut reference to people and social sciences 

2. Explicit reference to natural sciences 

3. Unambiguous reference to the human factors 

4. Precise reference to behavioral characteristics 
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NIT 2 

 

 

Plant Layout 

Layout  stationary  

Plant  bulky  

arrangement  combination  

facility  likelihood  

equipment  work-in-progress(WIP)  

furniture  lead time  

flow of material  confine to  

handling  manpower  

receipt  autonomy  

raw material  master  

delivery  fulfill  

final product  retrieval  

line layout  scratch  

Product layout  innovative  

sequence  exploitation  

sequentially  as per(in accordance with)  

backtrack  component  

batch production  embodiment  

  accrue from  

  conventional  

 

Definition: Plant layout refers to the arrangement of physical facilities such as machines, equipment, 

tools, furniture etc. in such a manner so as to have quickest flow of material at the lowest cost and with 

the least amount of handling in processing the product from the receipt of raw material to the delivery of 

the final product. 

 

U 
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TYPES OF LAYOUT: 

There are mainly four types of plant layout: 

(a) Product or line layout 

(b) Process or functional layout 

(c) Fixed position or location layout 

(d) Combined or group layout 

PRODUCT OR LINE LAYOUT: 

In this type of layout the machines and equipments are arranged in one line depending upon the sequence 

of operations required for the product. It is also called as line layout. The material moves to another 

machine sequentially without any backtracking or deviation i.e. the output of one machine becomes input 

of the next machine. It requires a very little material handling. 

It is used for mass production of standardized products. 

 

PROCESS LAYOUT: 

In this type of layout the machines of a similar type are arranged together at one place. This type of layout 

is used for batch production. It is preferred when the product is not standardized and the quantity 

produced is very small. 
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FIXED POSITION OR LOCATION LAYOUT: 

Fixed position layout involves the movement of manpower and machines to the product which remains 

stationary. The movement of men and machines is advisable as the cost of moving them would be lesser. 

This type of layout is preferred where the size of the job is bulky and heavy. Example of such type of 

layout is locomotives, ships, boilers, generators, wagon building, aircraft manufacturing, etc.  

 
Combined layout: 

A combination of process & product layout is known as combined layout. 

   Manufacturing concerns where several products are produced in repeated numbers with no likelihood of 

continuous production, combined layout is followed 

Group Technology (GT) 

Group Technology or GT is a manufacturing philosophy in which the parts having similarities (Geometry, 

manufacturing process and/or function) are grouped together to achieve higher level of integration 

between the design and manufacturing functions of a firm.  The aim is to reduce work-in-progress and 

improve delivery performance by reducing lead times. GT is based on a general principle that many 

problems are similar and by grouping similar problems, a single solution can be found to a set of 

problems, thus saving time and effort. The group of similar parts is known as part family and the group of 

machineries used to process an individual part family is known as machine cell. It is not necessary for 

each part of a part family to be processed by every machine of corresponding machine cell. This type of 

manufacturing in which a part family is produced by a machine cell is known as cellular. The 
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manufacturing efficiencies are generally increased by employing GT because the required operations may 

be confined to only a small cell and thus avoiding the need for transportation of in-process parts 

Cellular Manufacturing 

Cellular manufacturing is a manufacturing process that produces families of parts within a single line or 

cell of machines operated by machinists who work only within the line or cell. A cell is a small scale, 

clearly-defined production unit within a larger factory. This unit has complete responsibility for 

producing a family of like parts or a product. All necessary machines and manpower are contained within 

this cell, thus giving it a degree of operational autonomy. Each worker is expected to have mastered a full 

range of operating skills required by his or her cell. Therefore, systematic job rotation and training are 

necessary conditions for effective cell development. Complete worker training is needed to ensure that 

flexible worker assignments can be fulfilled. 

Passage 1 

Group Technology (GT) has traditionally been a manufacturing philosophy in which parts are identified 

and grouped together to take advantage of their similarities in manufacturing and design. Similar parts are 

arranged into part families. In case of manufacturing, since each family possesses similar manufacturing 

characteristics, therefore the processing of each member of a family is similar. However, in case of 

design, Group Technology's use has been limited to standardization of parts and design retrieval only. For 

example, a designer faced with the task of developing a new part can use the design-retrieval system to 

determine if a similar part is already in existence. A simple change in an existing part would be much less 

time consuming than designing from scratch. But this does not contribute to the designing of innovative 

new products in any way. However, the advent of modern concept of functional reasoning in design 

provides a great opportunity for exploitation of GT classification techniques. The idea behind designing a 

product as per functionality is that, once the designer has been able to identify the intended function, 

he/she can expand it into sub-functions and subsequently map those sub-functions with components 

capable of fulfilling them. This thesis intends to fill the vast existing gap between functional requirements 

(sub-functions) and actual embodiments (workparts) which satisfy those functions. It enhances the GT 

classification of various parts on the basis of their functional applications. The classification provides the 

designers an important resource for selecting various parts of a product during the initial design phase. It 

expands the scope and utility of GT part coding and makes it more sensitive. Thus the benefits which 

accrue from this classification include: providing a design database, significant reduction in design time 

and effort, providing innovative design solutions, allowing maximum design freedom, avoiding design 
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duplication and encouraging standards to develop. The classification is merged with the existing GT 

coding systems and hence retains the advantages of a conventional GT code. The underlying concepts, 

development and application of the new system have been discussed in detail during the course of the 

thesis 

 

 

 

 

Vocabulary 

 

Attribute: ascribe to, credit with 

Carry out: put into practice, accomplish, perform 

Initial: placed at the beginning, first 

Investigation: probe, examination, inspection 

Progress: advance, move forward, gain, proceed 

Gradual: little by little, progressive 

Adoption:  choose to take up or follow (an option or course of action). 

Trace: follow; find; investigate; follow a program procedure proposition after proposition 

Batch: group, collection, bundle 

Extend: stretch, pull out to its greatest possible length; enlarge, lengthen; give, bestow; reach 

Publication:  the action or process of publishing something; a book or journal that is published 

Component: ingredient; part, constituent 

Incorporate:  take in or include as part of a whole; constitute as a legal corporation 

Set-up: the way in which something is organized or arranged 

Set up: assemble; arrange; establish; operate 

Spectrum: broad range of connected ideas or events 

Manufacture: make by machine; create, make, produce; mass-produce; fabricate, invent 

Establish: set up, found; base 

Codify: reduce to code; arrange systematically 

Approximately: nearly 
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Passage 2 

The basic thinking behind Group Technology can be attributed to the Russians, who carried out 

initial investigations during the 1920s. The progress of GT since then and its gradual adoption in 

other countries has been traced by Grayson. The early work stressed the importance of industrial 

classification, and initial applications were limited to the medium and large batch productions. 

The work was extended during the war years by Mitrofanov to include workpieces produced in 

small batches. His major publication on Group Technology first appeared in 1959 and was 

translated into English in 1966. Mitrofanov proposed that it was possible to produce a theoretical 

composite component which incorporated all the major features of components belonging to a 

family, and that a machine could be tooled up to produce the composite component, thus 

providing the set-ups required for each component in the family. 

In the early 1960s, Opitz carried out an investigation into workpiece statistics, which showed that 

although firms manufacture a variety of products, the spectrum of them all was remarkably 

similar. Based on the findings of this investigation, he established a classification system which 

enabled components to be codified by means of their geometrical similarity. A number of 

methods for classification and coding were being investigated at approximately the same time. 

  

1- What is the main idea of the first paragraph? 

1. What GT exactly is. 

2. Progression of GT. 

3. Different classifications of GT. 

4. None of the above mentioned. 

Strategies 
Identifying the Best Title 
Sometimes it is requested to recognize the best title for the passage. The best title is one that 
implies what whole passage is all about. 
For passages which have only one paragraph, the Main Idea is the best indicator of appropriate 
Title. Needless to say, for the ones which have several paragraphs, the Best Title is the option 
that covers all the main ideas contained in the passage. 
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2- What is the main idea of the second paragraph? 

1. The date GT started seriously. 

2. Statistical Group Technology 

3. GT change remarkably 

4. None of  the above mentioned 

 

3- What is the best title for the passage? 

1. Who developed GT? 

2. Emerging of GT. 

3. Kinds of GTs. 

4. Use of GT. 

 

4- Mitrofanov’s major English publications first appear in……. . 

1. 1920s 

2. 1959 

3. 1966 

4. 1960s 

 

5- According to the passage, which of the following statements is true? 

1. Gradual adoption in other countries has been traced by Opitz. 

2. The work was extended during the war years by Grayson. 

3. Grayson established a classification system which enabled components to be codified. 

4. Mitrofanov extended the work during the war years. 

 

6- According to last paragraph, what is the main cause of emerging Group 

Technology? 

1. Investigations showed that working in groups would have better results. 

2. Group of technologies is needed to produce a product. 

3. Variety of products needs a group of technologies. 

4. The spectrum of the variety of products is notably similar. 
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7- In first paragraph, what does the author say about development of GT? 

1. Firstly, GT was started to develop by Russians during the war. 

2. During the war, developing of GT stopped temporarily. 

3. Initiation of GT was not by Russians.    

4. Development of GT was not limited to Russia. 

 

Passage 3(Industrial Engineering 88) 

The biggest challenge when implementing cellular manufacturing in a company is dividing the 

entire manufacturing system into cells. The issues may be conceptually divided in the “hard” 

issues of equipment, such as material flow and layout, and the “soft” issues of management, such 

as upskilling and corporate culture. 

The hard issues are the matter of design and investment. The entire factory floor is rearranged, 

and equipment is modified or replaced to enable cell manufacturing. The cost of work stoppage 

during implementation can be considerable, and lean manufacturing literature recommend that 

implementation should be phased to minimize the impacts of such disruptions as much as 

possible. The rearrangement of equipment or replacement of equipment that are no flexible or 

reliable enough to cell manufacturing also pose considerable costs, although it may be justified 

as the upgrading obsolete equipment. In both cases, the cost have to be justified by the cost 

saving that can be realistically expected from the more flexible cell manufacturing system being 

introduced, and miscalculations can be disastrous. 

The soft issues are more difficult to calculate and control. The implementation of cell 

manufacturing often involves employee training and redefinition and reassignment of jobs. Each 

of the workers in each sell should ideally be able to complete the entire range of tasks required 

from the cell, and often means being more multi-skilled than they were previously. In addition, 

cells are expected to be self-managing and therefore workers need to learn the tools and 

strategies for effective team work and management, tasks that workers in conventional factory 

environments are entirely unused to. At the other end of spectrum, the management will also find 

their job redefined, as they more “hands-off” approach to allow work cells to effectively self 

manage. 
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1. The best title for the passage could be …. 

1. Cellular manufacturing system design 

2. Costs of implementing cellar manufacturing 

3. Challenges to implementation of cell manufacturing  

4. Integrating cellular manufacturing and management  

2. In order to reduce the costs of work stoppages, …. . 

1. Works are expected to be self managing  

2. More flexible cell manufacturing are introduced 

3. Part movement and wait time between operations are reduced 

4. Implementation should be complemented in stages over a period of time 

3. According to the third paragraph ….. . 

1. Workers should be able to accomplish tasks required from any cell 

2. The soft issue pose considerable challenge for cell manufacturing Implementation 

3. Each individual work cell is optimized for a wide range of tasks  

4. The cost of employee training are less than those of work stoppage 

4. By more “hands-off” approach the author means that…  

1. Managers will have to learn the strategies for team work 

2. Managers must learn to perform a more oversight and support role  

3. The management should carry out the detailed observation in behavior of workers 

4. The management should monitor the output and interrelationship of every worker 

5. The implementation of cell manufacturing involves all of the following EXCEPT….. 

1. Upskilling 

2. Overproduction 

3. Redefinition of jobs 

4. Reorganizing the manufacturing floor 
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NIT  3 

 

 

Production planning and control 

 
Aspect Assessment 

Coordinate Initial 

Supplier Ongoing 

Customer Collapse 

Critical Excessive 

Undertaking Misallocation 

Arena Smooth 

supply chain Productivity 

desired cost-effective 

breakdown collaboration 

Consequently marketing 

Trigger corporate 

Interpretation carry out 

Scope cast aside 

Approach maturity 

Purview Introduce 

Aggregate yield 

entail fill 

 

A production (or manufacturing) planning and control (MPC) system is concerned with planning 

and controlling all aspects of manufacturing, including materials, scheduling machines and 

people, and coordinating suppliers and customers. An effective MPC system is critical to the 

success of any company. An MPC system's design is not a one-of undertaking; it should be 

U 
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adaptive to respond to changes in the competitive arena, customer requirements, strategy, supply 

chain and other possible problems. 

Production planning and control are usually used together. Planning the manufacture of products 

in the desired quantity and quality is a crucial issue in production management. However, even 

the best-conceived plans can go haywire because of delays, low inventories and machinery 

breakdowns. Consequently, there is a need for control over the operations to signal deviations 

from plans and trigger corrective measures. 

There are two interpretations regarding the scope of production planning and control: 

1. According to the first approach, the planning of all materials, processes and operations ending 

with the finished product fall under the purview of production planning and control. Inventory 

control, scheduling of operations and the planning of required equipment are also included. 

2. The second approach views planning as an aggregate overall concept. The starting point is the 

sales forecast or sales orders, then production capacity assessment is done and scheduling of 

operations is completed. 

 

Costs and benefits 

 

Initial costs of establishing a production planning and control system can be high. Ongoing 

operational costs can also be high given the number of professionals and resources such as 

computers, training and space needed. Moreover, an ineffective MPC system can even lead to 

the collapse of the whole business because of poor customer service, excessive inventory and 

misallocation of material, workers and equipment. On the other hand, successful implementation 

of a production planning and control system can have crosscutting benefits such as appropriate 

level of work-in-process, smooth production, rapid delivery times, economic production lot sizes 

and improved labor productivity. 

 

Production engineering 

 

A branch of engineering that involves the design, control, and continuous improvement of 

integrated systems in order to provide customers with high-quality goods and services in a 

timely, cost-effective manner. It is an interdisciplinary area requiring the collaboration of 
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individuals trained in industrial engineering, manufacturing engineering, product design, 

marketing, finance, and corporate planning. In many organizations, production engineering 

activities are carried out by teams of individuals with different skills rather than by a formal 

production engineering department. 

 

Question: Production planning and control may be defined as the ……………… of a series of 

functions according to a plan which will, economically utilize the plant …………… and regulate 

the orderly movement of goods through their entire manufacturing cycle, from the procurement 

of all materials to the shipping of finished goods at a predetermined rate. 

1) coordination/ facilities 

2) classification/layout 

3) organization/circumstances 

4) discrimination/ machinery 

 

Question: Control system is …………… of components (electrical, mechanical, thermal, or 

hydraulic) that act together to maintain actual system performance close to a desired set of 

performance specifications. 

1) coordination 

2) formations 

3) collaborations 

4) combinations 

 

Question: Manufacturing planning and control entails the ……(1)……. and allocation of limited 

resources to production activities so as to satisfy customer demand over a specified ……(2)……. 

As such, planning and control problems are inherently optimization problems, where the 

objective is to develop a plan that meets demand at minimum cost or that fills the demand that 

maximizes profit. The underlying optimization problem will vary due to differences in the 

manufacturing and market context.  

1) 1- application 2- acquisition 3- optimization 4- combination  

2) 1- time horizon 2- life span 3- life cycle 4- deadline 
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Industrial Engineering (81) 

Products are born. They live and they die. They are cast aside by a changing society. It may be 

helpful to think of product's life as divided into four phases of introduction, growth, maturity, 

and decline. 

Product life cycles may be a matter of few hours (a newspaper), months (seasonal fashions and 

personal computer), years (Betamax video recorders), or decades (Volkswagen Beetle). 

Regardless of the length of the cycle, the task for the operations manager is the same: to design a 

system that helps introduce new products successfully. If the operations function cannot perform 

effectively at this stage the firm may be saddled with losers- products that cannot be produced 

efficiently and perhaps not at all. The POM in Action box "Cannibalism at Tandem Computer" 

indicates just how vicious the product life cycle can be. 

The following figure shows the four life cycles and the relationship of product sales, costs, and 

profit over the life cycle of a product. Note that typically a firm has a negative cash flow while it 

develops a product. When the product is successful, those losses may be recovered. Eventually, 

the successful product may yield a profit to its decline. 

 

 
 

1-  Having been developed, a product …………. 

1) Is born, lives, and dies 

2) lives for a while and dies 

3) continues the process of development  

4) improves to higher cycles of life and death 
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2-  We can infer from the text that ………….. 

1) a product's life depends on its characteristics 

2) new areas of need emerge as the societies change 

3) a product's life determines a society's evolution 

4) new societies form as the rate of production changes 

 

3-  It can be concluded from the text that ……… 

1) organizations are authorized to change the order of introduction, growth, maturity, and 

decline  

2) operations managers do not usually participate in the introduction of new products 

3) an organization cannot survive without introducing new products  

4) most products do not undergo periods of decline 

 

4-  As the figure shows ……………… 

1) one developed, a product may bring about a negative cash flow 

2) a substantial portion of sales occur prior to maturity 

3) the profile that a successful product yields is fleeting  

4) negative cash flow may also occur after maturity 

 

5-  Which of the following would be a good title for this passage? 

1) Product Life Cycles 

2) Products Are Born 

3) Operations Function  

4) Operations Manager 

 

 

Vocabulary 

 

Continuous: uninterrupted, unbroken; successive 

Competitive: involving competition; tending to compete, desiring competition 

Availability: accessibility, attainability 
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Destructive: ruinous, tending to destroy 

Inspection: official examination, review check-up, probe, exploration, investigation; assessment, appraisal 

Assess: estimate, appraise 

Arbitrarily: wantonly, based on random choice 

Warrant: authorize; justify, entitle; empower; permit; sanction 

Interval: space of time between two events or actions; break, pause, intermission 

Determine: decide, settle; conclude; cause, affect 

Govern: rule; control; manage, administrate; supervise; regulate 

Diagnostic: concerned with the diagnosis of illness or other problems 

Prognostic: predicting the likely course of a disease or ailment 

Protocol: conventions, rules of conduct 

Precision: exactness, accuracy 

Consequence: result, outcome; importance 

Applicable: suitable, appropriate; feasible 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In a continuous growing global market productivity is playing a key role to stay competitive, for 

any manufacturing company. Productivity can be achieved through availability, and availability 

can be increased through adopting the efficient maintenance practices, by focusing on different 

types of maintenance and strategies. 

Condition based Maintenance or predictive maintenance, uses primarily non destructive testing 

techniques, visual inspection, and performance data to assess a machinery condition. It replaces 

arbitrarily timed maintenance tasks with an appropriate maintenance task at only when warranted 

Strategies 
Locating reference 
References are words in a passage that other words refer to. Pronouns such as they and those 
refer to nouns elsewhere in the passage. These nouns are the referents of the pronouns. The 
noun referents are the words that the pronouns replace. 
Usually the referent is mentioned before the pronoun in the passage, often immediately 
before it, but sometimes the referent appears after the pronoun. The referent may be in the 
same sentence as the pronoun, or it may be in another sentence. 
Word such as this, that, many and some can also have noun referents in a passage. The 
referent may be in the same sentence as referring word, or it may be in another sentence. 
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by equipment condition. Condition-monitoring maintenance task intervals must be properly 

understood and task intervals should be determined based on the expected P-F interval. The P-F 

interval governs the frequency with which the predictive task must be done. Technological 

advances are accepted and applied to CBM systems, which

The measurement precision and sensitivity of the CM technique being used, need to be 

understood because 

 includes improved knowledge of 

failure mechanisms, advancements in failure forecasting techniques, advancements in monitoring 

and sensor devices, advancements in diagnostic and prognostic software, acceptance of 

communication protocols, developments in maintenance software applications and computer 

networking technologies. 

they

 

 affect the reaction time available to reduce or eliminate the 

consequences of the functional failure. Condition monitoring maintenance tasks must be 

applicable and cost effective.  

1- What is the main idea of the first paragraph? 

1. Globalization is growing fast. 

2. Maintenance influences productivity. 

3. Productivity is dependent on availability. 

4. Productivity is no more important. 

 

2- What is the main idea of the second paragraph? 

1. Brief  definition of CBM 

2. Technologies which are used in CBM. 

3. Suitable condition for implementing CBM. 

4. Introducing CBM as a key role in productivity. 

 

3- What is the best title for the passage? 

1. Condition based Maintenance 

2. Preventive Maintenance 

3. Maintenance 

4. Productivity 
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4- In second paragraph, “it” (underlined) refers to…….. . 

1. non destructive testing 

2. visual inspection 

3. machinery condition 

4. predictive maintenance 

 

5- The word “which” in paragraph two refers to …… . 

1. CBM systems 

2. technological advances 

3. techniques 

4. improved knowledge 

 

6- In last paragraph, “they” (underlined) refers to…….. . 

1. measurement precision and sensitivity 

2. CM technique 

3. functional failure 

4. protocols 

 

7- Author believes …… . 

1. productivity will result in efficient maintenance by availability 

2. availability will result in productivity by efficient maintenance 

3. productivity will result in availability by efficient maintenance 

4. availability will result in efficient maintenance by Productivity 

 

8- According to the passage, maintenance tasks in CBM…… . 

1. is arbitrarily  

2. is orderly 

3. is at only when warranted by equipment condition 

4. is by statistical distributions 
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9- According to the passage, which one is true? 

1. Technological advances have nothing to do with CBM. 

2. Computers are completely useless in CBM. 

3. Statistical analysis has a major role in CBM. 

4. Relatively, computers have an important role on CBM. 

 

10-  According to the passage, which one is true? 

1. Precision of CM technique affects the elimination of functional failure. 

2. Condition monitoring maintenance tasks are always cost effective. 

3. Both of them. 

4. None of them. 
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NIT  4 
 
 

System definition & concepts 
 
Interact dominate 

Obtainable perspective 

Baselines opposing 

Track multiple 

Viable instinct 

Throughout expense  

Construct(n) probe 

Holistic tag 

Coherent prescribe 

Cohesive trade 

Verification preliminary 

Validation interface 

Retirement  

value added  

beyond  

primarily  

interconnected  

stakeholder  

wherein  

  

 

System is a set of interacting or interdependent components forming an integrated whole. A 

system is a set of elements and relationships which are different from relationships of the set or 

its elements to other elements or sets. 

A “system” is a construct or collection of different elements that together produce results not 

obtainable by the elements alone. The elements, or parts, can include people, hardware, software, 

facilities, policies, and documents; that is, all things required to produce system-level results. 

U 
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Systems engineering is an interdisciplinary field of engineering that focuses on how complex 

engineering projects should be designed and managed over the life cycle of the project. Issues 

such as logistics, the coordination of different teams, and automatic control of machinery 

become more difficult when dealing with large, complex projects. Systems engineering deals 

with work-processes and tools to handle such projects, and it overlaps with both technical and 

human-centered disciplines such as control engineering, industrial engineering, organizational 

studies, and management.  

Systems engineering management is accomplished by integrating three major activities: 

• Development phasing that controls the design process and provides baselines that coordinate 

design efforts, 

• A systems engineering process that provides a structure for solving design problems and 

tracking requirements flow through the design effort, and 

• Life cycle integration that involves customers in the design process and ensures that the system 

developed is viable throughout its life. 

 

passage 1 
Systems engineering is a methodical, disciplined approach for the design, realization, technical 

management, operations, and retirement of a system. A “system” is a construct or collection of 

different elements that together produce results not obtainable by the elements alone. The 

elements, or parts, can include people, hardware, software, facilities, policies, and documents; 

that is, all things required to produce system-level results. The results include system-level 

qualities, properties, characteristics, functions, behavior, and performance. The value added by 

the system as a whole, beyond that contributed independently by the parts, is primarily created 

by the relationship among the parts; that is, how they are interconnected. It is a way of looking at 

the “big picture” when making technical decisions. It is a way of achieving stakeholder 

functional, physical, and operational performance requirements in the intended use environment 

over the planned life of the systems. In other words, systems engineering is a logical way of 

thinking. 

Systems engineering is the art and science of developing an operable system capable of meeting 

requirements within often opposed constraints. Systems engineering is a holistic, integrative 

discipline, wherein the contributions of structural engineers, electrical engineers, mechanism 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Interdisciplinary�
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designers, power engineers, human factors engineers, and many more disciplines are evaluated 

and balanced, one against another, to produce a coherent whole that is not dominated by the 

perspective of a single discipline. 

Systems engineering seeks a safe and balanced design in the face of opposing interests and 

multiple, sometimes conflicting constraints. The systems engineer must develop the skill and 

instinct for identifying and focusing efforts on assessments to optimize the overall design and not 

favor one system/subsystem at the expense of another. The art is in knowing when and where to 

probe. Personnel with these skills are usually tagged as “systems engineers.” They may have 

other titles such as lead systems engineer, technical manager, and chief engineer. 

 

Question. A “system” is a construct or collection of different elements that together produce 

results not obtainable by the ……….. alone. 

1) workers 2) establishers 3) combinations 4) elements 

 

Question. Systems engineering is a …………, integrative discipline, wherein the contributions 

of structural engineers, electrical engineers, mechanism designers, power engineers, human 

factors engineers, and many more disciplines are evaluated and balanced, one against another, to 

produce a ………….. whole that is not dominated by the perspective of a single discipline. 

1) holistic/ coherent 

2) individual/ cohesive 

3) method/ inherent 

4) combined/intrinsic 

 

Question. The systems engineer will usually play the key role in leading the development of the 

system …………., defining and allocating requirements, balancing technical risk between 

systems, defining and assessing interfaces, providing oversight of verification and ………… 

activities, as well as many other tasks. 

1) regulation/ validation 

2) justification/ organization 

3) stabilization/organization 

4) architecture/ validation 
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Question. The product realization processes are applied to each operational/mission product in 

the system structure starting from the lowest level product and working up to …………. level 

integrated products. These processes are used to create the design solution for each product and 

to verify, validate, and transition up to the next hierarchical level products that satisfy their 

design solutions and meet stakeholder …………. as a function of the applicable life-cycle phase. 

1) toppest/limitation 

2) higher/ expectations 

3) customer/ requirement 

4) engineering/interests 

 

Vocabulary 

Apply: make a request; implement; put to use; enforce 

Build: construct, create; energize, increase intensity 

Capture: entrap, take prisoner 

Convey: carry, transport; bear, transmit; impart, disclose 

Cradle: hold gently and protectively 

Questionnaire: document containing a list of questions to be answered 

Context: overall situation, background 

Interpret: clarify, elucidate: 

Emerge: appear, come out, be revealed 

Executive: manager 

Illustrate: demonstrate, exemplify; clarify; embellish, depict with pictures or words; elucidate 

Survive: continue to live or exist 

Particularly: especially; specifically 

Implementation: execution, carrying out 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Strategies  
Identifying restatements 
To answer some questions in the exam, you need to read a part of passage to see which option 
is close to a special notion or is a restatement of a point in the passage. 
Selecting keywords will help you to answer these kinds of questions. Search the keyword in 
the passage then compare the sentence(s) to find a correct option. 
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Passage 2 
Management information systems (MIS) are applying computer-base for managing information 

in organizations for management roles such as interpersonal roles, informational roles and 

decisional roles. MIS is compounded of theories of computer science and management science. 

These theories build systems and program utilization. Normally, MIS is integrated systems of 

users and machines (computers) with aiming to provide organizations’ information for operation, 

management and decision-making. The 5Cs are processes to change data into information. They 

consist of capturing information, conveying, creating, cradling and communicating. The 

information must have accuracy and verification, completeness, timeliness and relevance. MIS 

can be divided by using of each organization level like operational – level systems, knowledge – 

level systems, management – level systems and strategic – level systems.   

Data mean any facts of persons, objects and places that are collected from observations, 

questionnaires, and measurements. Data can be context and figures which are true. False context 

and figures are useless like trash that nobody needs it. If an organization applies false data, it 

may get a wrong way or it cannot solve a problem. Sometimes, we call data as raw data because 

they’re unused or inappropriate for users.  

When data have been recorded, classified, and organized, related or interpreted within a 

framework so that meaning emerges, they become information. There are activities involved in 

turning data into information, and these activities are known as process. In briefly, information 

means outputs of processed data. Therefore, users can apply it. For example, an executive 

requires total sales of each product in the last year as a chart. Because he needs summarized data 

for planning sales (It’s easier and quicker to understand the chart information than raw data of 

each product). In another example, teachers are grading each student by using total scores. The 

figure 1 illustrates the data and information. 

Figure 1 

Data and Information 

  

 

 

 
Input 

Processing, Classify, Arrange  
           And Calculate Output 

Data Process Information 

Feedback 
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At the present, organizations realize that information is important as a property. It can add value 

to organizations. As well as, it helps organizations to survive among intensive competition. 

Therefore, organizations need information for management. Particularly, information must be a 

system to implementation for adding value of organizations. Each organization must manage 

information by systematically collecting. Then, there will be sending, receiving and analyzing 

information.    

Due to a lot of information in organizations, organizations use information technologies (IT) to 

manage information. Information technologies are applying science that is used for managing 

information. They are both hardware and software such as computers, cables, magnetic taps, 

CDs, monitors, operating systems, application software, signal and so on. Information 

technologies, particularly computer-base, systemize information in organizations. Therefore, 

users can quickly and easily adopt information. Information technologies can process data to be 

required information and sending receiving information. 

 

1- According to the passage, components of MIS are: 

1. Decision& Management science 

2. IT& Decision science 

3. IT&  Management science 

4. Computer& Management science 

 

2- Author claims that the purpose of integration in MIS is: 

1. Having smooth organization’s information flow.  

2. Convenience in managing various parts of organization. 

3. Providing organization’s information for operations. 

4.  Scattering information across the organization. 

 

3- According to the passage, organizations are divided to ….. Levels. 

1. operational, knowledge, inventory 

2. strategic, management, operational 

3. information, management, strategic 

4. information, data, decision 
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4- According to the second paragraph, how should be the precision of data to get used? 

1. Data should be completely true. 

2. A little imprecision can be ignored. 

3. Precision of data is unimportant. 

4. There is a specified tolerance for precision.  

 

5- According to the passage, information can be obtained…… . 

1. through observations, questionnaires, and measurements 

2. by Design Of Experiments(DOE) 

3. by management information system 

4. through recording, classifying, interpreting data 

 

6- Why information has importance for organizations? 

1. Because information is property. 

2. Because it can add value. 

3. Because it helps to survive among intensive competition. 

4. All the statements are true.   

 

7- According to the passage, why we need a system of information? 

1. Because of accessibility of systems. 

2. Because of accuracy of systems. 

3. So that can add value. 

4. There are a lot of privileges for systems that can help us in decision making. 

 

8- Why IT is getting used in organizations? 

1. Due to lots of facilities bring about. 

2. Due to a lot of information in organizations. 

3. Due to optimize time in processes. 

4. Due to save costs. 
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9- According to the passage…. . 

1. Magnetic taps are not used in IT because they are old-fashioned. 

2. IT is related to soft wares. 

3. IT is in computer discipline not in any other ones. 

4. IT implements both hardware and software. 

 

10-  According to the passage which one is true? 

1. Information means outputs of processed data. 

2. The 5Cs are processes which change information into data. 

3. Data can be context and figures which are almost true. 

4. None of them. 

 

Passage 3(system 87) 
In looking for more recent and more specific sources for the systems approach, on the other 

hand, there are two in particular that stand out. First is the general field of communications, 

particularly commercial telephony, where systems engineering first appeared as an explicit 

discipline in its own right. Traces of the systems approach are to be found in telephone 

engineering at least as far back as the beginning years of the century, and systems ideas were 

fairly common in telephony by the 1920s and '30s. When bell telephone laboratories, the 

research arm of the American Telephone  

 Telegraph Company was officially incorporated in 1925. Its two principal engineering divisions 

were called respectively Apparatus Development and systems Development. A complete formal 

doctrine of the role of systems engineering, however, first emerged in the years after World War 

II as part of an effort to redefine the policy and structure of the research and development. This 

doctrine set the engineering effort on a level of logical parity with the research and development 

efforts and made it of almost comparable actual size, at least with research. The system's 

engineer had a multitude of functions, with special emphasis on effective utilization of scientific 

and technical advances in planning new communications systems. This particular set of ideas, of 

course, reflected the special needs of telephony. Nevertheless, as an example and a point of 

departure it had a wide effect. It seems to be one of the reasons why so esoteric a subject as 

systems engineering advanced as rapidly as it did. 
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1-  The passage is discussing the systems approach in regard to its…………… . 

1) effects on other disciplines 2) areas of inquiry it involves 

3) functions  4) genesis 

2-  By "two" in line 2 the author means two………….. . 

1) fields 2) sources 3) systems 4) approaches 

3-  Where in the passage does the author start to discuss the second source of the subject of 

the passage? 

1) Line 5 2) line 9 3) line 11 4) line 17 

4-  According to the passage, all of the following are true about systems approach EXCEPT 

that it ………….. . 

1) progressed at a slow pace 

2) is very specialized 

3) fulfils a myriad of functions 

4) can be traced to the field of communications. 
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NIT  5 
 

Decision Theory 
 
Assist hypothesis/ hypotheses 

Rational/rationale  Furthermore/ further 

Approach Assumption 

Determine prescription 

Forecast in practice 

Price(n;v) aid 

Crop merely 

Projection conflict 

Broad cooperation 

identify lay out 

relevant preference 

rationality finite 

normative  describe 

 prescriptive evaluative 

accuracy priority 

methodology for instance 

comprehensive 

axiomatic 

violation 

descriptive  

Decision science is essentially the science of providing statistical, mathematical and/or numerical models 

and techniques in order to assist in making complex decisions. It involves a systematic, rational approach 

to problem solving and can be used to determine close to optimal answers to problems, or to examine and 

compare the outcomes of different decisions. These skills are applied to anything, from weather 

forecasting to pricing strategies, new financial services and crop projections. Decision science places a 

strong emphasis on mathematical modeling and programming, data analysis and applied statistics, while 

also providing a solid foundation in the broader economic and management environment. The emphasis is 

on attaining the ability to perform complex decision-making in areas such as operations and financial 

management, manufacturing and logistics. 

U 
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Operations research (also referred to as decision science or management science) is an 

interdisciplinary mathematical science that focuses on the effective use of technology by organizations. In 

contrast, many other science & engineering disciplines focus on technology giving secondary 

considerations to its use. 

Decision theory in economics, psychology, philosophy, mathematics, and statistics is concerned with 

identifying the values, uncertainties and other issues relevant in a given decision, its rationality, and the 

resulting optimal decision. It is very closely related to the field of game theory.  

Most of decision theory is normative or prescriptive, i.e., it is concerned with identifying the best decision 

to take, assuming an ideal decision maker who is fully informed, able to compute with perfect accuracy, 

and fully rational. The practical application of this prescriptive approach (how people ought to make 

decisions) is called decision analysis, and aimed at finding tools, methodologies and software to help 

people make better decisions. The most systematic and comprehensive software tools developed in this 

way are called decision support systems. 

Since people usually do not behave in ways consistent with axiomatic rules, often their own, leading to 

violations of optimality, there is a related area of study, called a positive or descriptive discipline, 

attempting to describe what people will actually do. Since the normative, optimal decision often creates 

hypotheses for testing against actual behavior, the two fields are closely linked. Furthermore it is possible 

to relax the assumptions of perfect information, rationality and so forth in various ways, and produce a 

series of different prescriptions or predictions about behavior, allowing for further tests of the kind of 

decision-making that occurs in practice. 

Statistical decision theory 

Until a few years ago scientific aids to business management were used only when dealing with very 

specific problems such as inventory control. Recently, however, statistical decision theory has been 

developed and has been shown to have rather wide application to business management problems. It is 

this wide applicability that has made statistical decision theory so attractive to managers.  With due 

respect to its complexities, the basis of the managerial process is decision making. Statistical decision 

theory is merely a description - written in mathematical terms -of this aspect of the management process. 

As such, it is a valuable aid to scientific management.  Mathematical notation in no way makes the 

applicability of statistical decision theory less general. Instead, it simplifies application and 

understanding.  
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Game theory is the formal study of conflict and cooperation. Game theoretic concepts apply whenever 

the actions of several agents are interdependent. These agents may be individuals, groups, firms, or any 

combination of these. The concepts of game theory provide a language to formulate, structure, analyze, 

and understand strategic scenarios. 

Question1. The object of study in game theory is the game, which is a formal model of an/a ..…….. 

situation. It typically involves several players; a game with only one player is usually called a 

……………. .The formal definition lays out the players, their preferences, their information, the strategic 

actions available to them, and how these influence the outcome. 

1) interactive/ decision problem 

2) controversial/monogamy 

3) conflicting/ noncooperative game 

4) cooperative/operational research 

Question2. A major part of decision making involves the analysis of a finite set of …………….. 

described in terms of some evaluative criteria. These criteria may be benefit or cost in nature. Then the 

problem might be to rank these alternatives in terms of how attractive they are to the decision maker(s) 

when all the criteria are considered …………….. Another goal might be to just find the best alternative or 

to determine the relative total priority of each alternative (for instance, if alternatives represent projects 

competing for funds) when all the criteria are considered simultaneously. Solving such problems is the 

focus of multi-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) also known as multi-criteria decision making (MCDM).  

1- 1) decisions 2) criterion 3) alternatives 4) criteria 

2- 1) totally 2) spontaneously 3) reciprocally 4) simultaneously 

Question3. Some decisions are difficult because of the need to ………….. how other people in the 

situation will respond to the decision that is taken. The analysis of such social decisions is more often 

treated under the label of …………., rather than decision theory. 

1) set into account/ operational research 

2) take into account/ game theory 

3) take into consideration/ operational research 

4) set into consideration/ game theory 
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Vocabulary 

 

Fundamental: basic, elemental; essential 

Typically: characteristic of a particular person or thing 

Encounter: meet by chance; face, meet with (difficulties, hardship, etc.) 

Property: possessions, belongings; estate, assets; ownership; characteristic, attribute 

Correlation: mutual relation, mutual connection (between two or more things); similarity 

Advance: progress, move forward; promote; propose, suggest 

Invariant: constant, unchanging amount 

Significantly: remarkably, outstandingly, importantly 

Straightforward: frank, candid; sincere; easy to do or understand 

Accurate: precise, exact 

Conclusion: end; final decision; deduction 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Passage1 
Economic decisions differ in a fundamental way from the types of decisions typically 

encountered in engineering design. In a design situation, the engineer uses known physical 

properties, the principles of chemistry and physics, engineering design correlations, and 

engineering judgment to arrive at a workable and optimal design. If the judgment is sound

In considering economic decisions, the measurement of investment attractiveness is relatively 

straightforward. However, information required in such evaluations always involve predicting or 

, the 

calculations are done correctly, and we ignore technological advances, the design is time 

invariant. In other words, if the engineering design to meet a particular need is done today, next 

year, or in five years time, the final design will not change significantly. 

Strategies  
Identifying negative facts 
You might be asked about what is NOT mentioned in the passage or what is NOT true 
according to the passage. It means that three of the options are true and the other one is not. 
In this case, you should read the options first and then match the options against the 
information. Usually the options are related to a specific part of the passage otherwise you 
should skim whole the body of text to compare options against the regarding fact. 
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forecasting product sales, product selling price, and various costs over some future time frame- 5 

years, 10 years, 25 years, etc. 

All such forecasts have two things in common. First, they are never completely accurate when 

compared with the actual values realized at future times. Second, a prediction or forecast made 

today is likely to be different than one made at some point in the future. It is this ever-changing 

view of the future that can make it necessary to revisit and even change previous economic 

decisions. Thus, unlike engineering design outcomes, the conclusions reached through economic 

evaluation are not necessarily time invariant. Economic decisions have to be based on the best 

information available at the time of the decision and a thorough understanding of the 

uncertainties in the forecasted data. 

In manufacturing, engineering is involved in every detail of producing goods, from conceptual 

design to shipping. In fact, engineering decisions account for the major (some say 85%) of 

product costs. Engineers must consider the effective use of capital assets such as buildings and 

machinery. One of the engineer's primary tasks is to plan for the acquisition of equipment 

(capital expenditure) that will enable the firm to design and produce products economically. 

With the purchase of any fixed asset, equipment for example, we need to estimate the profits 

(more precisely, the cash flows) that the asset will generate during its service period. In other 

words, we have to make capital-expenditure decisions based on predictions about the future. 

Suppose, for instance, that you are considering the purchase of a deburring machine to meet the 

anticipated demand for hubs and sleeves used in the production of gear couplings. You expect 

the machine to last 10 years. This purchase decision thus involves an implicit 10-year sales 

forecast for the gear couplings, which means that a long waiting period will be required before 

you will know whether the purchase was justified. 

An inaccurate estimate of asset needs can have serious consequences. If you invest too much in 

assets, you incur unnecessarily heavy expenses. Spending too little on fixed assets is also 

harmful. For then your firm's equipment may be too obsolete to produce products competitively, 

and without an adequate capacity, you may lose a portion of your market share to rival firms. 

Regaining lost customers involves heavy marketing expenses and may even require price 

reductions or product improvements, both of which are costly. 
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1- What is the main idea of the first paragraph? 

1. Fundamental of economic decision. 

2. Fundamental of engineering design. 

3. Time credit of engineering design. 

4. Distinction of economic decision and industrial design. 

2- What is the main idea of the third paragraph? 

1. Economic decisions reached by economic evaluations are necessarily time invariant. 

2. Economic evaluations are valid forever. 

3. Conclusions obtained by economic evaluations are not necessarily time invariant. 

4. Time has nothing to do with economic evaluations. 

3- What is the main idea of the last paragraph? 

1. Making precise estimation will help production.  

2. Spending too little on fixed assets cannot have serious consequences. 

3. Inaccurate estimations of asset needs can improve competitiveness. 

4. All the options. 

4- Which one is the best title for the passage? 

1. Estimation in production. 

2. Engineering economy. 

3. Economic decision. 

4. All the options. 

5- All the following are used in design situation EXCEPT….. . 

1. physical properties 

2. principles of chemistry and physics 

3. engineering design correlations 

4. economic judgments to arrive at workable design 

6- According to the passage, all of statements are true EXCEPT….. . 

1. Design is time invariant 

2. Economic decisions are not time invariant 

3. Forecasts are accurate when compared with the actual values realized at future times 

4. Forecast made today is likely to be different than one made at some point in the future 
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7- According to the passage, it is NOT true that …. . 

1. engineers have to make capital-expenditure decisions based on predictions 

2. economic decision is not an engineering task 

3.  engineer's primary tasks are to plan for the acquisition of equipment 

4. an inaccurate estimate of asset needs can have serious consequences 

8- All of the following are reasons for importance of accurate estimate EXCEPT….. . 

1. investing too much in assets 

2. incurring unnecessarily heavy expenses 

3. defect in inventory 

4. losing competitiveness 

9- “Sound” in line  4 means: 

1. clear 2. loud 3. voice  4. valid 

 

Passage 2(Industrial Engineering 89) 
Operational Research is the science of planning and executing an operation to make the most 

economical use of the resources available. The operation can be as simple as making a cup of 

coffee or as complicated as scheduling the movements of a fleet of oil tankers around the world. 

It can be a project which will be undertaken only once, like the construction of a particular 

building, or a regularly repeated activity like the weekly ordering of stock in a shop. In each case 

the manager has to organize labor, equipment and materials in order to achieve a certain 

objective, usually the maximization of profit. Operational Research techniques attempt to model 

such real-world systems, either on paper or in a computer, so that their performance can be 

optimized with respect to an appropriate set of criteria. 

The history of operational Research is not a long one although its origins can be traced back to 

the industrial Revolution. Most of the ideas were not developed until the Second World War 

when the British and American Armed Forces found themselves mounting large scale operations, 

many thousands of miles from their home bases. It because necessary to study the logistics of 

moving quantities of men, weaponry, vehicles and supplies over long distances in a coordinated 

fashion. Even in the fighting itself a mathematical approach was used to find the optimum 

military strategies. 
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1. The passage does NOT imply that the manager: 

1) likes the construction of a particular building 

2) tries to model real-world systems 

3) organizes labor, equipment and materials. 

4) uses a set of criteria. 

 

2. According to the passage, the word “optimum” means: 

1) maximinisation           2) minimization              3) maximization         4) most favorable 

 

3. The passage implies that: 

1) Operational Research is like the construction of a building 

2) Operational Research developed in second World War 

3) Operational Research related only to military activities 

4) Operational Research always maximizing the profit 

 

4. According to the passage, “Scheduling” is: 

1) planning for raw material                       2) planning for manpower 

3) planning for equipment                          4) planning for time 

 

5. What is the best title for this passage? 

1) Optimization Techniques                       2) Operational Research 

3) Industrial Revolution                             4) Military strategies 
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NIT 6 
 

Quality  
Superset disseminate 

Roughly functionality 

Stuff legitimacy 

Trivial professionalism 

Verify evaluate 

Weird motivated 

Continually profitability 

regular  integrative 

interval premise 

workload capitalize 

periodically exceed 

side effect cross-functional 

stake commit 

communicate Standardization 

corporate  

extend  
 

Quality control  

Quality control describes the directed use of testing to measure the achievement of a specified 

standard. Quality control is a formal use of testing. Quality control is a superset of testing, 

although it often used synonymously with testing. Roughly, you test to see if something is 

broken, and with quality control you set limits that say, in effect, if this particular stuff is broken 

then whatever you’re testing fails. 

Yet another way of looking at the difference between testing and quality control is to consider 

the difference between a test as an event and a test as a part of a system. For example, let’s say 

our test is the measurement of your ability to assemble a jigsaw puzzle in one hour. We test you 

U 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Premise�
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today, and you complete the puzzle in fifty-eight minutes, so you pass. This seems pretty trivial, 

but says that there is some need in your life requiring you to solve puzzles quickly: we tested you 

once, but we must verify that you can meet this weird requirement continually over time. The 

solution is to test you at regular intervals, which will allow us to see if you can still be successful 

when under stress, when you haven’t slept, when your workload is high — our quality control 

approach to this issue says “you must finish puzzle in one hour or less” and “we will test this 

requirement periodically over time”. And as a side effect of this quality control testing, you 

might find that you are more likely to improve in your puzzle solving skills because of the 

repeated practice; this is the beginning of a shift to quality assurance. 

A structured quality control program becomes necessary when the stakes rise: your site is 

supposed to make money, or communicate a corporate message, or extend a brand, or 

disseminate important information. Quality control also becomes necessary when the team 

grows, or you partner with more companies, or your site gets more visitors. You need quality 

control as soon as it becomes important to prove, through the appearance and functionality of 

your web site, that your site has the legitimacy and professionalism to stand behind its message. 

QFD 

Quality Function Deployment (QFD) is a unique quality tool that allows businesses to plan and 

design products with the customers' needs in mind. QFD is a structured method for product or 

service planning. QFD lets a project team specify the customers' needs and then evaluate how the 

organization is meeting those needs. By using QFD, a business is motivated to focus on its 

customers and translate customer requirements into internal product specifications. With good 

initial requirements the customer obtains a higher quality product in a shorter time.  

QFD is not a quality tool itself, but rather a visual-planning tool that helps to improve quality. 

When used to focus on the customer's needs early in the design, the team responsible for the 

development and introduction of the product finds that fewer changes are required after 

introduction into the market. When QFD is correctly utilized, it creates a closed loop that lowers 

costs and increases quality, timeliness, productivity, profitability, and market share. 

 

http://philosophe.com/testing/qa/qa.html�
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TQM 

Total quality management or TQM is an integrative philosophy of management for continuously 

improving the quality of products and processes.  It is used around the world. 

TQM functions on the premise that the quality of products and processes is the responsibility of 

everyone who is involved with the creation or consumption of the products or services offered by 

an organization. In other words, TQM capitalizes on the involvement of management, workforce, 

suppliers, and even customers, in order to meet or exceed customer expectations. Considering the 

practices of TQM as discussed in six empirical studies, Cua, McKone, and Schroeder (2001) 

identified the nine common TQM practices as cross-functional product design, process 

management, supplier quality management, customer involvement, information and feedback, 

committed leadership, strategic planning, cross-functional training, and employee involvement.  

ISO 

The ISO 9000 family of standards relate to quality management systems and are designed to help 

organizations ensure they meet the needs of customers and other stakeholders. The standards are 

published by ISO, the International Organization for Standardization and available 

through National standards bodies. ISO 9000 deals with the fundamentals of quality management 

systems, including the eight management principles on which the family of standards is 

based. ISO 9001 deals with the requirements that organizations wishing to meet the standard 

have to fulfill. 

Third party certification bodies provide independent confirmation that organizations meet the 

requirements of ISO 9001. Over a million organizations worldwide are independently certified, 

making ISO 9001 one of the most widely used management tools in the world today. 

Question1. Bias is a measure of systematic or ……….. error.  It may be a result of the method, 

itself, or the lab’s use or interpretation of the method.  Results that are ………..  lower or higher 

than the true value reflect high bias. 

1) inherent/ consistently 2) coherent/ continually 

3) cohesive/exceptionally 4) precise/ unusually 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Management�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quality�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Premise�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Quality�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Process_management�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Process_management�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Feedback�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leadership�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Strategic_planning�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Organization_for_Standardization�
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Standards_organization#National_standards_bodies_.28NSBs.29�
http://www.iso.org/iso/iso_9000_selection_and_use.htm�
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Question2. Since variability can only be ………….. in statistical items, statistical methods play 

a central role in quality improvement efforts. In the application of statistical methods to quality 

engineering, it is fairly typical to classify data on quality characteristics as either attributes or 

variables data. 

1) prescribed 2) transcribed 3) described 4) scribed 

 

Question3. Quality assurance is the set of activities that ……….. the quality levels of products 

and services are properly …………. and that supplier and customer quality issues are properly 

resolved. Documentation of the quality system is an important component. 

1) insures/preserved 2) determines/sustained 

3) assures/protected 4) ensures/ maintained 

 

Question4. One measure of the performance of the total quality system is the cost …………with 

it. Careful identification, measurement, and analysis of cost as a function of time ………… in 

tracking the impact of an effective quality control system.  

1) related /aimed 2) associated/aids 

3) identified/ intervenes 4) decreased/affected 

 

Vocabulary 

Concept: idea, thought 

Somewhat: slightly; to a certain extent; quite 

Variety: diversity, multiplicity; assortment; kind, sort 

Commonality: sharing of common features 

Endeavor: effort, attempt 

Derive: extract, take from a source 

Intend: have in mind to do or accomplish, plan; mean 

Defective: imperfect; deficient, lacking 

Temporarily: lasting for only a limited period 

Haphazard: random, irregular; lacking order or direction 
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Quality is a much more complicated term than it appears.  Dictionary definitions are 

usually inadequate in helping a quality professional understand the concept.  It seems that every 

quality expert

A modern definition of quality derives from Juran's "fitness for intended use."  This definition 

basically says that quality is "meeting or 

 defines quality is a somewhat different way.  There are a variety of perspectives 

that can be taken in defining quality (e.g. customer's perspective, specification-based 

perspective).  Are there commonalities among these definitions?  Is anyone definition "more 

correct" than the others?  Is one quality expert "right" and the others "wrong"?  Quality 

professionals constantly debate this question.  The editors of Quality Digest say that defining the 

word "quality" is "no simple endeavor."  They asked, in their December 1999 issue, for readers 

to send them their definitions of quality to be gathered and posted on Quality Digest Online.  

exceeding customer expectations."  Deming states that 

the customer's definition of quality is the only one that matters.  So, who is the customer? There 

is a difference between a symptom and a problem. Healthwise, a headache is usually a 

symptom.  The cause of a headache (e.g. drinking too much alcohol, a brain tumor) is the 

Strategies  
Understanding vocabulary in context 
The context is the setting- the sentence and paragraph- in which a word or phrase appears. 
The meaning of a word or phrase in a context is its meaning in the particular sentence and 
paragraph in which it is used. A single word in English can have many different meanings. Its 
precise meaning always depends on the context in which it is used. 
To understand the meaning of a word in context, you can use different types of context clues: 
your knowledge of structure, punctuation, and the meaning of the other words in the same 
sentence. In the reading you do, there may not always be context clue to help you. However, 
you can guess the probable meaning of an unfamiliar word by using your overall 
understanding of the ideas in the passage as well as your common sense and knowledge of 
the world. 
 
Structural clues are one type of context clues. Structural clues are certain words, phrases, and 
grammatical structures that point to the relationship among the various parts of the sentence. 
These clues help you to understand the meaning of an unfamiliar word by showing how the 
word relates to the other word and ideas in the sentence. The structural clues below can help 
you understand vocabulary in context. 
Clues: Be; Or; Appositive; Adjective Clause and Phrase; List or Series; Example; Contrast; 
Punctuation clues; Key words; Word parts 
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problem.  In business, poor employee morale is usually a symptom (not a problem)--perhaps of 

poor supervision, inadequate working conditions, etc.  High rates of scrap and rework are usually 

symptoms of a process problem (e.g. defective lot of material, a malfunctioning machine, an 

inadequately trained operator).  In order to have any meaningful and lasting impact, the problem 

solving process must focus on the problem (root cause) rather than the symptom.  Healthwise, an 

aspirin might temporarily relieve the headache, but the headache will recur because the root 

cause (tumor) has been ignored.  Holding a company picnic will have little lasting impact on 

employee morale if the cause of poor morale (poor supervision) is ignored.  Effective quality 

professionals use a structured approach to problem solving that is focused on root causes rather 

than a haphazard or seat-of-the-pants

 

 approach. 

 

1- The word “inadequate” in the passage is closet in meaning to ……. . 

1. defective 2. enough 3. competent 4. flawless 

 

2- The word “expert” in the passage means……. . 

1. specialist  2. master 3. magnificent 4. amateur  

 

3- Which one is NOT the synonym of “exceed”? 

1. transcend 2. excel 3. outstrip 4. nominate 

 

4- “symptom” means: 

1. indicator  2. solution 3. client 4. disease  

 

5- The word “morale” in the passage is closet in meaning to….. . 

1. disease 2. confidence 3. ethic 4. virtue 

 

6- The word “scrap” in the passage means……. . 

1. junk 2. scribble 3. scrawl 4. squiggle 
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7- Select the synonym of “lasting” in the line 18: 

1. enduring 2. ephemeral  3. ceasing 4. temporary 

 

8- Which one is the best description of “malfunction”? 

1. Function in a defective manner 

2. Fail to operate  normally 

3. Function in an unflawed manner 

4. Both(1) and (2)  

 

9- What is Quality Digest? 

1. An especial method in QC 

2. Concept of Quality 

3. Important point of view 

4. Kind of publication 

 

10- The phrase “seat-of-the-pants” in last line is closet in meaning to…………. . 

1. “employing or based on personal experience” 

2. “in a random manner” 

3. “based on specified algorithms” 

4. “scientifically”  

Industrial Engineering 86 

Statistical process control (SPC) is a method for achieving quality control in manufacturing 

processes. It is a set methods using statistical tools such as mean, variance, and others to detect 

whether the process observed is under control. Statistical process control was pioneered by 

Walter A. Shewhart and taken up by W. Edwards Deming with significant effect by Americans 

during World War II to improve industrial production. Deming was also instrumental in 

introducing SPC methods to Japanese industry after that war. Dr. Shewhart created the basis for 

the control chart and the concept of a state of statistical control by carefully designed 

experiments. While Dr. Shewhart drew from pure mathematical statistical theories, he 

understood that data from physical processes never produce a "normal distribution curve" (a 

Gaussian distribution, also commonly referred to as a "bell curve"). He discovered that observed 
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variation in manufacturing data did not always behave the same way as data in nature (Brownian 

motion of particles). Dr. Shewhart concluded that while every process displays variation, some 

processes display controlled variation that is natural to the process, while others display 

uncontrolled variation that is not present in the process causal system at all times. 

 Classical quality control was achieved by observing important properties of the finished product 

and accept/reject the finished product. As opposed to this, statistical process control uses 

statistical tools to observe the performance of the production line to predict significant deviations 

that may result in rejecting products. The underlying assumption in the SPC method is that my 

production process will produce products whose properties vary slightly from their designed 

values, even when the production line is running normally, and these variances can be analyzed 

statistically to control the process. For example, a breakfast cereal packaging line may be 

designed to fill each cereal box with 500 grams, but some boxes will have slightly more than 500 

grams, and some will have slightly less, producing a distribution of net weights. If the production 

process itself changes (for example, the machines doing the manufacture begin to wear) this 

distribution can shift or spread out. For example, as its cams and pulleys wear out, the cereal 

filling machine may start putting more cereal into each box than it was designed to. If this 

change is allowed to continue unchecked, product may be produced that fall outside the tolerance 

of the manufacturer or consumer, causing product to be rejected. By using statistical tools, the 

operator of the production line can discover that a significant change has been made to the 

production line, by wear and tear or other means, and correct the problem- or even stop 

production- before producing product outside specification. An example would be the Shewhart 

control chart and the operator in the aforementioned example plotting the net weight in the 

Shewhart chart. 

1-  The main purpose of the first paragraph is to explain ……………. . 

1) The work of two SPC analysts  

2) the historical development of SPC 

3) Shewhart's contribution to statistics  

4) a manufacturing process during the 2nd world war 
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2-  The Shewart control chart …………. . 

1) was purely theoretical  

2) is a type of statistical tool 

3) Can be considered as a production line 

4) functions as a table of specifications 

 

3-  The word "instrumental" in line 5 can best be replaced by…………… . 

1) active              2) patient            3) interested         4) influential 

 

4-  According the passage, SPC method………………… . 

1) develops designed values 2) is a quantitative method of processing 

3) is a concerned with variation in the 

weight of products 

4) Employs both controlled and 

uncontrolled observation 

 

5-Statistical process control can contribute to quality control by …………… . 

1) Statistically analyzing variances 

2) packaging the finished product 

3) Primarily changing the production process 

4) increasing the tolerance of the manufacture 

 

6-  The word "its" in line 25 refers to ……………. . 

1) machine 2) process 3) distribution 4) manufacture 
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7-The statistical tools in SPC ………… . 

1) form a set of methods 

2) were first introduced by Deming 

3) were developed to gather similar date in nature 

4) help continue or discontinue production 

8-  According to the passage, it is NOT true that…………….. . 

1) variances fail into two categories 

2) wear and tear is one source of variation in weight 

3) net weights should be distributed across boxes 

4) an increase in weight may dissatisfy the manufacture 
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NIT 7 
 

 

Management 
Accomplish Appointee 

Efficiently Prioritization 

Effectively Deliberate 

Comprise Adversary 

Staffing Actuarial 

Entity Secure 

Encompass Endeavor 

Manipulation bring about 

Primary permanent 

Satisfaction preconceived 

Reasonable constraint 

Faith portfolio 

Donor investment 

Constitute asset 

Administrator  

 

Management in all business and organizational activities is the act of getting people together to 

accomplish desired goals and objectives using available resources efficiently and effectively. 

Management comprises planning, organizing, staffing, leading or directing, and controlling an 

organization (a group of one or more people or entities) or effort for the purpose of 

accomplishing a goal. Resourcing encompasses the deployment and manipulation of human 

resources, financial resources, technological resources, and natural resources. 

Since organizations can be viewed as systems, management can also be defined as human action, 

including design, to facilitate the production of useful outcomes from a system. This view opens 

the opportunity to 'manage' oneself, a pre-requisite to attempting to manage others. 

U 
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In for-profit work, management has as its primary function the satisfaction of a range of 

stakeholders. This typically involves making a profit (for the shareholders), creating valued 

products at a reasonable cost (for customers), and providing rewarding employment 

opportunities (for employees). In nonprofit management, add the importance of keeping the faith 

of donors. In most models of management/governance, shareholders vote for the board of 

directors, and the board then hires senior management. Some organizations have experimented 

with other methods (such as employee-voting models) of selecting or reviewing managers; but 

this occurs only very rarely. 

In the public sector of countries constituted as representative democracies, voters elect 

politicians to public office. Such politicians hire many managers and administrators, and in some 

countries like the United States political appointees lose their jobs on the election of a new 

president/governor/mayor. 

 

Risk Management 

Risk management is the identification, assessment, and prioritization of risks followed by 

coordinated and economical application of resources to minimize, monitor, and control the 

probability and/or impact of unfortunate events or to maximize the realization of opportunities. 

Risks can come from uncertainty in financial markets, project failures (at any phase in 

development, production, or sustainment life-cycles), legal liabilities, credit risk, accidents, 

natural causes and disasters as well as deliberate attack from an adversary or events of uncertain 

root-cause. Several risk management standards have been developed including the Project 

Management Institute, the National Institute of Science and Technology, actuarial societies, and 

ISO standards. Methods, definitions and goals vary widely according to whether the risk 

management method is in the context of project management, security, engineering, industrial 

processes, financial portfolios, actuarial assessments, or public health and safety. 

The strategies to manage risk include transferring the risk to another party, avoiding the risk, 

reducing the negative effect or probability of the risk, or even accepting some or all of the 

consequences of a particular risk. 

Certain aspects of many of the risk management standards have come under criticism for having 

no measurable improvement on risk, whether the confidence in estimates and decisions seem to 

increase. 
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Project management 

Project management is the discipline of planning, organizing, securing and managing resources 

to bring about the successful completion of specific project goals and objectives. 

A project is a temporary endeavor, having a defined beginning and end (usually constrained by 

date, but can be by funding or deliverables), undertaken to meet unique goals and objectives, 

usually to bring about beneficial change or added value. The temporary nature of projects stands 

in contrast to business as usual (or operations), which are repetitive, permanent or semi-

permanent functional work to produce products or services. In practice, the management of these 

two systems is often found to be quite different, and as such requires the development of distinct 

technical skills and the adoption of separate management. 

The primary challenge of project management is to achieve all of the project goals and objectives 

while honoring the preconceived project constraints. Typical constraints are scope, time, and 

budget. The secondary—and more ambitious—challenge is to optimize the allocation and 

integration of inputs necessary to meet pre-defined objectives. 

 

Technology management 

Question1.Technology Management is set of management ……….. that allow organizations to 

manage its technological fundamentals to create …………...advantage. Typical concepts used in 

technology management are technology strategy, technology forecasting, technology 

roadmapping, technology project portfolio and technology portfolio. 

1) techniques/financial 2) disciplines/ competitive 

3) planning/ non-commercial 4) experts/ commercial 

 

Question2.Portfolio managers make decisions about ……….. mix and policy, matching 

investments to objectives, asset allocation for individuals and institutions, and balancing risk 

against performance. 

1) investment 2) strategic 3) managerial 4) functional 

 

Question3.Product development (inbound-focused) and product marketing (outbound-focused) 

are different yet …………. efforts with the objective of maximizing sales revenues, market 
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share, and profit margins. The role of product management ………. many activities from 

strategic to tactical and varies based on the organizational structure of the company.  

1) contrary/ mixes  

2) opposing/ crosses 

3) implementing/integrates 

4) complementary/ spans 

 

Question4.Staff management is the management of the ………….. in an organization. In large 

organizations, many of these functions are performed by a specialist department such as 

……………….. , but all line managers are still required to supervise and administer the activities 

and well-being of the staff that report to them. 

1) subsidiaries/ Human Factor Engineering 

2) subordinates/ Personnel or Human resources 

3) employers/ Enterprise Resource Planning 

4) acquisition/Staff Acquisition 

 

 

Vocabulary 

 

Enterprise: company, firm, business 

Acronym: word formed from the first initials of several words 

Throwaway: disposable 

Ambition: aspiration, hope 

Finance: raise money for; provide with funds, fund, pay for 

Warehouse: storehouse, depot 

Combine: unite, join; come together; become one 

Run off: escape; print, make copies; produce quickly 

Share: part; portion; quota, allocation 

Communicate: share or exchange information or ideas 

Tremendous: very great in numbers, huge, enormous, powerful 
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Enterprise resource planning software or ERP, Forget about planning—it doesn’t do much of 

that—and forget about resource, a throwaway term. But remember the enterprise part. This is 

ERP’s true ambition

That is a tall order, building a single software program that serves the needs of people in finance 

as well as it does the people in human resources and in the warehouse. Each of those departments 

typically has its own computer system optimized for the particular ways that the department does 

its work. But ERP combines them all together into a single, integrated software program that 

runs off a single database so that the various departments can more easily share information and 

communicate with each other. 

. It attempts to integrate all departments and functions across a company 

onto a single computer system that can serve all those different departments’ particular needs.  

That integrated approach can have a tremendous payback if companies install the software 

correctly.   

1- It can be inferred from first paragraph that? 

1. Planning the enterprise is not that important. 

2. Resource is an essential term in ERP. 

3. ERP helps to be ambitious. 

4. Enterprise resource planning doesn’t live up to its acronym. 

 

 

Strategy 
Making inferences 
An inference is a conclusion you can make from the information given in a passage. An inference is 
an idea that you can reasonably take to be true, based on what the author says. Some inferences can be 
made from a single sentence. Some inferences are based on a whole paragraph or on the entire 
passage. 
An inference is a “hidden” idea. To make an inference, you must understand an idea that the author 
does not state directly. To do this you must interpret the information that is stated directly. What the 
author does not state directly and openly, he or she may imply and suggest by mentioning certain facts 
and details. When an author implies something, you must infer or conclude the meaning based on 
what author does say. 
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2- The word “ambition” in the passage is closest in the meaning to….. . 

1. objective 2. recognition 3. identification 4. notion 

 

3- What can be inferred about ERP? 

1. It is kind of comprehensive software. 

2. It is limited to each department. 

3. ERP links all the databases. 

4. None of the above mentioned. 

 

 

System Engineering (89) 

Over the years the relationship between employer and employee has changed from master and 

servant to one of employer and employee. Earlier it was a one-sided relationship will employer 

wielding absolute power to hire and fire employees. 

Gradually government and unions intervened to prevent one-sided exploitation by the employer 

and to wield countervailing power over them. Today the relationship between employer and 

employee is contractual, reciprocal and mutual. The employee has certain rights and obligations 

and so does the employer. While the laws, courts and unions have, over the years, limited the 

rights of management, the rights of employees have been preserved and furthered by managerial 

indiscretions, laws, courts and unions. 

The obligations of the employer are relatively precise and specific whereas those of the 

employees are imprecise and elastic. The substantive terms of the contract of employment 

prescribe wages, hours, holidays, etc. in definitive terms. But the obligations of the employee to 

provide an honest, efficient and faithful service and to obey orders are not easily measurable and 

therefore application of sanctions against workers for non-fulfillment of obligations often 

becomes difficult. Also managerial authority and power needs to be accepted by the 

subordinates. Tolerance to non acceptance of managerial arbitrariness in the exercise of 

managerial authority can cause further problems. 

In any case, in the employment relationship employees expectations become employer’s 

responsibilities and employer’s expectations become employees’ responsibilities. So, there is 
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bound to be certain area of friction or dissatisfaction where either party is not able to live up to 

the other’s expectations. 

 

1- According to the passage, defining the obligations of the employee is not easy, because: 

1) They are not limited and contractual 

2) They are employers’ expectations 

3) They are not accepted by employer 

4) They are not measurable 

 

2- According to the passage, “obligations” means: 

1) duties                        2) rules                          3) laws                            4) tasks 

 

3- The passage implies that: 

1) the relationship between employee and employer is like the servant and master yet 

2) the obligations of the employees are flexible 

3) the employee’s expectations are the same as employer’s expectations 

4) one of the employer’s rights is job security 

 

4- According to the passage, “Subordinates” related to: 

1) employers                  2) courts                      3) employees                    4) laws 

 

5- What is the best title for the passage? 

1) The obligations of the employer and employee 

2) Nature of the employment relationship 

3) The rights of the employer and employee 

4) The contract of employment 

 

Industrial Engineering (79) 

The public sector's provision of infrastructure has been a major contributor to East Asia's past 

success. But if rapid modernization is to be sustained, international engagement deepened, and 

the challenges to rising urbanization met, large infrastructure investments in power, transport, 
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water, and telecommunications are needed. In an increasingly competitive global economic 

environment, efficient infrastructure services become a more important ingredient to success; 

infrastructure bottlenecks not only stifle growth, raise costs, and hurt competitiveness but also 

reduce people's quality of life. East Asia's infrastructure needs are vast- an estimated $1.2 billion 

to $1.5 billion over the next decade. The needs far exceed the financial and managerial capacity 

of the public sector and can only be met if the private sector's role is increased significantly and 

infrastructure provision is commercialized. Private sector investment account for at most 10 

percent of today's infrastructure investment in East Asia, yet there is growing recognition that 

private investment should increase to some 30 percent over the medium term. The binding 

constraint of reaching this goal is the lack of bankable projects. Creating a pool of bankable 

projects requires a combination of political will and aggressive policy and institutional reforms 

that will develop competitive market structures, sound regulatory regimes, price reforms, risk 

mitigation measures, competitive and transparent contracting procedures, and effective financial 

mechanisms. 

1-  With large infrastructure investments in power, transport, water, and 

telecommunications can help …….. objectives. 

1) 3                             2) 5                            3) 2                             4) 4 

 

2-  The passage suggests that to provide for the infrastructure needs in East Asia ………. 

1) The investment by the private sector must be raised to 10 recent of today's investments 

2) a greater portion should be dedicated to the private sector than is today  

3) the financial and  managerial capacity of the public sector must be enhanced  

4) none of the above  

 

3-  The estimated quantity of investment on East Asia's infrastructure is ………… 

1) less than the public sector's present capacity 

2) for a period of ten years 

3) all to be met by the private sector 

4) both 2 and 3 above 
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4-  The underlined word "mitigation" in line 16 is closest in meaning to …….. 

1) reduction      2) increasing      3) estimation                  4) eradication  

 

5-  The lack of bankable projects is mentioned as a limitation which ……….. 

1) creates infrastructure bottlenecks 

2) encourages more investment by the private sector 

3) will stifle growth, raise costs, and hurt competitiveness  

4) prevent increased investment by the private sector 
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NIT 8 

 

Manufacturing Engineering 
Convert Command 

Modification Storage 

Assure Via 

Determination Cam 

Specification fed into 

Flexibility 

Numerous 

Subcategories 

Absorb 

Effort 

Application  

Abstractly  

 

Manufacturing engineering is engineering activities involved in the creation and operation of the 

technical and economic processes that convert raw materials, energy, and purchased items into 

components for sale to other manufacturers or into end products for sale to the public. Defined in 

this way, manufacturing engineering includes product design and manufacturing system design 

as well as operation of the factory. More specifically, manufacturing engineering involves the 

analysis and modification of product designs so as to assure manufacturability; the design, 

selection, specification, and optimization of the required equipment, tooling, processes, and 

operations; and the determination of other technical matters required to make a given product 

according to the desired volume, timetable, cost, quality level, and other specifications. 

 

Flexible Manufacturing Systems 

 

A flexible manufacturing system (FMS) is a manufacturing system in which there is some 

amount of flexibility that allows the system to react in the case of changes, whether predicted or 

U 
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unpredicted. This flexibility is generally considered to fall into two categories, which both 

contain numerous subcategories. The first category, machine flexibility, covers the system's 

ability to be changed to produce new product types and the ability to change the order of 

operations executed on a part. The second category is called routing flexibility, which consists of 

the ability to use multiple machines to perform the same operation on a part, as well as the 

system's ability to absorb large-scale changes, such as in volume, capacity, or capability. Most 

FMS systems comprise three main systems. The work machines, which are often automated 

CNC machines, are connected by a material handling system to optimize parts flow and the 

central control computer, which controls material movements and machine flow. The main 

advantages of an FMS are its high flexibility in managing manufacturing resources like time and 

effort in order to manufacture a new product. The best application of an FMS is found in the 

production of small sets of products like those from a mass production. 

 

Question1.Computer-aided design (CAD), also known as computer-aided design and ............... 

(CADD) is the use of computer technology for the process of design and design-documentation. 

1) devastate 2) drafting 

3) drawing 4) delivery 

 

Question2. Numerical control (NC) refers to the ………… of machine tools that are operated by 

abstractly programmed commands ………. on a storage medium, as opposed to manually 

controlled via handwheels or levers, or mechanically automated via cams alone. 

1) discrimination/ translated 2) indiscrimination/transformed 

3) automation/encoded 4) endue/ eradicated 

 

Question3. Computer-aided …………..(CAM) is the use of computer software to 

control machine tools and related ……….. in the manufacturing of workpieces. 

1) automation/ system 2) machines/cams and pulleys 

3) manufacturing/products 4) machine tools/ machinery 
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Vocabulary 

 

Capability: ability, skill 

Limitation: bound, restriction; act of limiting; state of being limited 

Maintain: keep in existence, sustain; keep in good condition, preserve 

Constraint: restriction; artificial manner, unnatural manner; force 

Comprehensive: extensive, including much, large in scope 

Acquisition: act of acquiring; purchase, something acquired or obtained 

Ensure: make certain; guarantee; make secure 

Manpower: power available from or supplied by human labor 

Throughout: every part, at every point or moment 

Achieve: obtain, attain; perform, accomplish; succeed 

Interactive: acting reciprocally, acting mutually; communicating 

Environment: surroundings; conditions in which someone or something lives 

Ease: make easier; calm, soothe; free, release 

Aid: help; assist 

Requirement: necessity 

Eliminate: remove, get rid of 

Cognitive: aware, perceptive 

Sensory: relating to sensation or the senses 

Excessive: immoderate, exceeding normal bounds, extreme 

Workload: amount of work to be done 

Frequent: happening often; regular; common, usual 

Hazard: danger, risk; game of chance 

Prior: previous, earlier, preceding, former 

Refine: purify, filter, distill; cultivate, 

Multidisciplinary: applying to many different branches of education 

Compile: collect, produce (a collection) by assembling material from other sources. 

Enhance: increase; intensify; improve; raise the value of 

Baseline: a minimum or starting point used for comparisons 
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The capabilities and limitations of the system operators and maintainers always place constraints 

on systems that must be considered during the development process.  A comprehensive 

management and technical strategy for human systems integration must be initiated early in the 

acquisition process to ensure that human performance, safety, manpower, personnel and training 

issues be considered throughout the system design and development process.  The objective of 

the human factors engineering critical process is to establish acceptable compatibility between 

the system and the people who operate, maintain, and support it.  To insure system objectives are 

met and personnel safety is considered, human factors engineering must be integrated into all 

phases of system engineering:  design, manufacture, test, and support. 

Human System Integration (HSI) is the systematic use of knowledge to achieve compatibility in 

the design of interactive systems of people, machines, and environments to ensure their 

effectiveness, safety, and ease of performance.  The term covers all biomedical and psychosocial 

considerations.  It includes, but is not limited to, principles and applications in the areas of 

human factors engineering, personnel selection, training, life support, job performance aids, and 

human performance evaluation.  Human factors engineering requirements are established to 

develop effective human-machine interfaces, and minimize or eliminate system characteristics 

that require extensive cognitive, physical, or sensory skills; require excessive training or 

workload for intensive tasks; or result in frequent or critical errors or safety/health hazards. The 

capabilities and limitations of the operator, maintainer, trainer, and other support personnel must 

be identified prior to program initiation and refined during the development process. 

Human factors is a multidisciplinary effort to generate and compile information about human 

capabilities and limitations and apply that information to equipment, systems, software, facilities, 

procedures, jobs, environments, training, staffing, and personnel management to produce safe, 

Strategies 
Text unity 
One of the things which can be helpful in answering reading questions is the ability to predict 
what is going to come next after a give sentence or part in the passage. Recognition of the main 
idea will assist to guess what is going to represent next. 
For instance, when the main idea of a paragraph is privileges of QC, you expect some items and 
applications to be continued. 
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comfortable, and effective human performance. When human factors is applied early in the 

acquisition process, it enhances the probability of increased performance, safety, and 

productivity; decreased lifecycle staffing and training costs; and become  well-integrated into the 

program’s strategy, planning, cost and schedule baselines, and technical tradeoffs. Changes in 

operational, maintenance or design concepts during the later phases of a project are expensive 

and entail high-risk program adjustments. Identifying lifecycle costs and human performance 

components of system operation and maintenance during requirements definition decreases 

program risks and long-term operations costs. 

1- Which one is the main idea of first paragraph? 

1. Obstacles on systems 

2. Barriers on staff acquisition 

3. Introducing ERP 

4. Introducing targets of human factor engineering 

 

2- According to the second paragraph…. . 

1. HSI is one of the most important sectors of human factors engineering literature. 

2. HSI is not limited to the human factors engineering literature. 

3. The capabilities of the staff must be identified posterior to program initiation 

4. 2&3. 

 

3- According to third paragraph, all the statements are true EXCEPT…. . 

1. Applying human factors engineering enhance safety 

2. Applying human factors engineering may increase bugs in the systems 

3. Applying human factors engineering decreased lifecycle staffing and training costs 

4. 1&2. 

 

System Engineering (86) 

Quite frequently manufactured products have unnecessary precision, production operation, or 

parts. Simple redesign can eliminate these, lowering costs and increasing manufacturability, 

reliability, and profits. For example, Russian liquid-fuel rocket motors are intentionally designed 

to permit ugly (though leak-free) welding, to eliminate grinding and finishing operations that do 
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not help the motor function better. Some Japanese disc brakes have parts tolerance to three 

millimeters, an easy-to-meet precision. When combined with crude statistical processes controls, 

this assures that less than one in a million parts will fail to fit. Many vehicle manufactures have 

active programs to reduce the numbers and types of fasteners in their product, to reduce 

inventory, tooling and assembly costs. 

 Another producibility technique is near net shape forming. Often a premium forming process 

can eliminate hundreds of low-precision machining or- drilling steps. Precision transfer stamping 

can quickly produce hundreds of high quality parts from generic rolls of steel and aluminum. Die 

casting is used to produce metal parts from aluminum or sturdy tin alloys (they are often about as 

strong as mild steels). Plastic injection molding is a powerful technique, especially if the special 

properties of the part are supplemented with inserts of brass or steel. 

 When a product incorporates a computer, it replaces many parts with software that fits into a 

single light-weight, low- power memory part or micro- controller. As computers grow faster, 

digital signal processing software is beginning to replace many analog electronic circuits for 

audio and sometimes radio frequency processing. On some printed circuit boards (itself a 

producibility technique), the conductors are intentionally sized to act as delay lines, resistors, and 

inductors to reduce the parts count. An important recent innovation was the use of "surface 

mounted" components. At one stroke, this eliminated the need to drill most holes in a printed 

circuit board, as well as clip off the leads after soldering. In Japan, it is a standard process to 

design printed circuit board. As well as clip off the leads after soldering. In Japan, it is a standard 

process to design printed circuit boards of inexpensive phenolic resin and paper, and reduce the 

number of copper layers to one or two to lower costs without harming specification. 

 It is becoming increasingly common to consider producibility in the initial stages of product 

design, a process referred to as design for manufacturability. It is much cheaper to consider these 

changes during the initial stages of design rather than redesign products after their initial design 

is complete. 

1-  Redesign is criticized on the grounds that it …………. . 

1) may not be cost effective 

2) may lead to only simple changes 

3) eliminates many necessary elements 

4) increases producibility rather than manufacturability  
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2-  The first producibility technique ……………. 

1) Was limited to rocket motors  

2) was introduced by Russian engineers 

3) included the issue of precision in products 

4) led to only one instance of failure in Japan 

 

3-  The word "eliminate" in line 2 means ………….. . 

1) manage 2) remove 3) decrease 4) evaluate 

 

4-  The example of Japanese disc brakes shows that …………… . 

1) unnecessary precision can be avoided 

2) the failure of parts is most likely 

3) precision is generally easy to meet 

4) the best degree of tolerance is 3 millimeters 

 

5-  According to the passage, the specifications of the product………….. . 

1) were printed on paper in Japan 

2) showed the number of copper layers 

3) explained the process of designing 

4) did not change despite a decrease in costs 

 

6-  The use of tin alloys was reasonable because they………… . 

1) increased the speed of die cast 2) were better than mild steels 

3) resulted in a powerful technique 4) were strong enough to be used 

 

7-  According to the passage, it is true that…………. . 

1) a micro- controller can replace a computer 

2) changes should be thought of before redesign 

3) generic rolls are the result of high quality parts 

4) most holes were eliminated because of soldering 
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NIT 9 

 

Maintenance  
Satisfactory Jurisdiction 

Inspection Whereas 

Detection Right(v) 

Incipient Adjunct 

Adjustment Buffer 

Worthwhile Interrupt 

Overhaul Uptime 

Proactive Deterioration 

Legislation Convenient 

 

Preventive maintenance (PM)  

 

Preventive maintenance (PM) has the following meanings: 

1. The care and servicing by personnel for the purpose of maintaining equipment and facilities 

in satisfactory operating condition by providing for systematic inspection, detection, and 

correction of incipient failures either before they occur or before they develop into major 

defects. 

2. Maintenance, including tests, measurements, adjustments, and parts replacement, performed 

specifically to prevent faults from occurring 

 

Preventive maintenance can be described as maintenance of equipment or systems before fault 

occurs. It can be divided into two subgroups: Planned maintenance and condition-based 

maintenance. 

The main difference of subgroups is determination of maintenance time, or determination of 

moment when maintenance should be performed. 

While preventive maintenance is generally considered to be worthwhile, there are risks such as 

equipment failure or human error involved when performing preventive maintenance, just as in 

U 
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any maintenance operation. Preventive maintenance as scheduled overhaul or scheduled 

replacement provides two of the three proactive failure management policies available to the 

maintenance engineer. Common methods of determining what Preventive (or other) failure 

management policies should be applied are; OEM recommendations, requirements of codes and 

legislation within a jurisdiction, what an "expert" thinks ought to be done, or the maintenance 

that's already done to similar equipment, and most important measured values and performance 

indications. 

 

Total productive maintenance (TPM) 

 

Total productive maintenance (TPM) originated in Japan in 1971 as a method for improved 

machine availability through better utilization of maintenance and production resources. 

Whereas in most production settings the operator is not viewed as a member of the maintenance 

team, in TPM the machine operator is trained to perform many of the day-to-day tasks of simple 

maintenance and fault-finding. Teams are created that include a technical expert (often an 

engineer or maintenance technician) as well as operators. In this setting the operators are enabled 

to understand the machinery and identify potential problems, righting them before they can 

impact production and by so doing, decrease downtime and reduce costs of production. 

TPM is a critical adjunct to lean manufacturing. If machine uptime is not predictable and 

if process capability is not sustained, the process must keep extra stocks to buffer against this 

uncertainty and flow through the process will be interrupted. Unreliable uptime is caused by 

breakdowns or badly performed maintenance. Correct maintenance will allow uptime to improve 

and speed production through a given area allowing a machine to run at its designed capacity of 

production. 

One way to think of TPM is "deterioration prevention": deterioration is what happens naturally 

to anything that is not "taken care of". For this reason many people refer to TPM as "total 

productive manufacturing" or "total process management". TPM is a proactive approach that 

essentially aims to identify issues as soon as possible and plan to prevent any issues before 

occurrence. One motto is "zero error, zero work-related accident, and zero loss". 
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Predictive maintenance (PdM) 

Predictive maintenance (PdM) techniques help determine the condition of in-service equipment 

in order to predict when maintenance should be performed. This approach offers cost savings 

over routine or time-based preventive maintenance, because tasks are performed only when 

warranted. 

The main value of Predicted Maintenance is to allow convenient scheduling of corrective 

maintenance, and to prevent unexpected equipment failures. The key is "the right information in 

the right time". By knowing which equipment that needs maintenance, the maintenance work can 

be better planned (spare parts, people etc.) and what would had been "unplanned stops" are 

transformed to shorter and less "planned stops" thus increasing plant availability. Other values 

are increased equipment life time, increased plant safety, less accidents with negative impact on 

environment, an optimized spare parts handling, etc.  

 

Question1. Planned Maintenance (PM) is a scheduled service visit carried out by a competent 

and suitable agent, to ensure that ……………… is operating correctly and to therefore avoid any 

unscheduled breakdown and …………….. . 

1) an item of equipment/downtime 2) equipments/uptime 

3) a number of equipment/downtime 4) the number of equipment/uptime 

 

Question2.Corrective maintenance can be defined as a maintenance task performed to identify, 

isolate, and …………a fault so that the failed equipment, machine, or system can be ……… to 

an operational condition within the tolerances or limits established for in-service operations. 

1) avoid/repaired 2) rectify / restored 

3) prevent/recovered 4) predict/transformed 

 

Question3. Condition-based maintenance (CBM) is maintenance when ………. . This 

maintenance is performed after one or more indicators show that equipment is going to fail or 

that equipment performance is deteriorating. 

1) equipment fails 2) something goes wrong 

3) it is possible 4) need arises 
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Question4. PdM, or condition-based maintenance, attempts to evaluate the condition of 

equipment by performing periodic or continuous (online) equipment ………… . The ultimate 

goal of PdM is to perform maintenance at a scheduled point in time when the maintenance 

activity is most cost-effective and before the equipment loses performance within a ……… . 

1) maintenance/life span 2) inspection/life cycle 

3) condition monitoring/ threshold 4) adjustment/boundary 

 

Industrial Engineering (78, 90) 

 

Total preventive Maintenance (TPM) is a concept through which plant, machinery, and 

equipment operators are empowered to maintain continuous production on totally efficient lines. 

It is a tried and tested way of cutting waste, saving money, and making factories better places to 

work. It gives operators the knowledge and confidence to manage their own machines. Instead of 

waiting for a breakdown, then calling the investigate and then eliminate the root causes of 

machine errors. Also, they work in small teams to achieve continuous improvements to the 

production lines. 

 Doug Martin- TPM Manager at DuPont Said: 

"We've set a goal to double the shareholder value by our 200th Anniversary in 2002. The only 

way we will achieve that goal is by improving equipment reliability through focus on the 

elements of TPM". 

Today, within the European Union (EU) alone, over 2 million people are involved in 

maintenance, and visible costs are estimated at between 125 and 170 billion ECU (European 

Currency Units). 

 

Industrial Engineering 78: 

 

1-  According to the passage, TPM: 

1) Totally works on preventive maintenance activities. 

2) Continuously operates the plants, machinery, and equipments. 

3) Gives more power to plants, machinery and equipment. 

4) Maintains production lines at high efficiency and little or interruptions. 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Condition_monitoring�
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2-  The TPM concept: 

1) Saves the money for the workers to work better. 

2) Makes the production system more economical. 

3) Is a tool for cutting the disposed material and waste into small pieces. 

4) None of the above statements are true. 

 

3-  Through TPM concept: 

1) Operators learn to find the main causes of machine failures. 

2) Operators investigate about how they can eliminate their own operational errors. 

3) The root causes of machine errors is due to the elimination of operators (introduction of 

automation) 

4) All of the above statements are correct. 

 

4-  The TPM Manager at Du-Pont is in the idea that: 

1) By the year 2002, Du-Pont will be 200 years old. 

2) By the year 2002, there will be 200 shareholders in Du-point. 

3) After 200 years, there will be 2002 shareholders in Du-point. 

4) By the year 2002, the no. Of shareholders in Du-Pont will be twice as much as before. 

 

5-  The TPM Manager at Du-Pont states that: 

1) Their equipment reliability is now very well improved. 

2) Their equipment are not reliability at all now, and they need to be improved. 

3) Real attention on elements of  TPM will make them successful. 

4) Focusing on equipment reliability is the same as focusing on elements of TPM. 

 

6-  According to the passage: 

1) The E.U population is about 2 millions. 

2) E.U alone spends 125 to 170 billion ECU for visitors to Europe. 

3) There are 2 million people in Europe who can spend 124 to 170 billion ECU for maintenance 

cost. 

4) There are 2 million people in E.U countries who work in some way on maintenance activities. 
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7-  According to the passage, TPM: 

1) Makes the operators to work on big maintenance problems. 

2) Makes the operators confident to call the maintenance Engineer for any small problem. 

3) Makes the maintenance engineers confident to deal directly with small problems. 

4) Makes the operators confident to deal with small problems and prevent them from becoming 

big ones. 

 

Industrial Engineering 90: 
 
1- Through "Total Productive Maintenance" concept: 

1) Operators learn to find the main causes of machine failures. 

2) The root causes of machine errors is due to the elimination of operators. 

3) Operators investigate about how they can eliminate their own operational errors. 

4) All of the above. 

2- Total Productive Maintenance: 

1) totally works on preventive maintenance activities. 

2) gives more power to plants, machinery and equipment. 

3) continuously operates the plants, machinery and equipment. 

4) maintains production lines at high efficiency and little or no interruptions. 

3- According to the passage, what is the meaning of "eliminate"? 

1) remove                     2) modify                           3) polish                          4) select 
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NIT 10 

 

Simulation  
Imitation loop 

Entail computational 

Lifelike rely (on) 

Insight suite 

courses of action deterministic 

engage derivative 

accessible securities 

acquisition sophisticated 

approximation  

assumption  

fidelity  

unification  

 

 

Simulation is the imitation of some real thing, state of affairs, or process. The act of simulating 

something generally entails representing certain key characteristics or behaviors of a selected 

physical or abstract system. 

Simulation is used in many contexts, such as simulation of technology for performance 

optimization, safety engineering, testing, training, education, and video games. Training 

simulators include flight simulators for training aircraft pilots in order to provide them with 

a lifelike experience. Simulation is also used for scientific modeling of natural systems or human 

systems in order to gain insight into their functioning. Simulation can be used to show the 

eventual real effects of alternative conditions and courses of action. Simulation is also used when 

the real system cannot be engaged, because it may not be accessible, or it may be dangerous or 

unacceptable to engage, or it is being designed but not yet built, or it may simply not exist.  

U 
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Key issues in simulation include acquisition of valid source information about the relevant 

selection of key characteristics and behaviors, the use of simplifying approximations and 

assumptions within the simulation, and fidelity and validity of the simulation outcomes. 

 

Historically, simulations used in different fields developed largely independently, but 20th 

century studies of Systems theory and Cybernetics combined with spreading use of computers 

across all those fields have led to some unification and a more systematic view of the concept. 

Physical simulation refers to simulation in which physical objects are substituted for the real 

thing (some circles use the term for computer simulations modeling selected laws of physics, but 

this article doesn't). These physical objects are often chosen because they are smaller or cheaper 

than the actual object or system. 

Interactive simulation is a special kind of physical simulation, often referred to as a human in the 

loop simulation, in which physical simulations include human operators, such as in a flight 

simulator or a driving simulator 

 

Question1. Monte Carlo methods (or Monte Carlo experiments) are a class of computational 

algorithms that rely on repeated …………. sampling to compute their results. Monte Carlo 

methods are often used in simulating …………. and mathematical systems. These methods are 

most suited to calculation by a computer and tend to be used when it is infeasible to compute an 

exact result with a …………. algorithm.  

1) deterministic / random/repetitive 2) deterministic / physical/ random 

3) random / deterministic/complementary 4) random / physical/ deterministic 

 

Question2. Monte Carlo methods are widely used in engineering for ………….. and quantitative 

probabilistic analysis in process design. The need ………… from the interactive, co-linear and 

non-linear behavior of typical process simulations 

1) sensitivity analysis /rises 2) sensitivity analysis / arises 

3) qualitative/arises 4) qualitative /raises 
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Question3. Simulation software is based on the process of modeling a real ……….with a set of 

mathematical formulas. It is, essentially, a program that allows the user to observe an operation 

through simulation without actually …………..that operation.  

1) phenomenon/ performing 2) phenomena/designing 

3) phenomenon/abdicating 4) phenomena/complementing 

 

Question4.  ………….. simulations are used to model statistical events such as customers 

arriving in queues at a bank. By properly ………. arrival probabilities with observed behavior, a 

model can determine optimal queue count to keep queue wait times at a specified level.  

1) Discrete event / correlating 2) Discreet event/coordinating 

3) Random numbers/ predicting 4) Uncertainty/determining 

 

Question5.  ……………. are used to model a wide variety of physical phenomena like ballistic 

trajectories, human respiration, electric motor response, radio frequency data communication, 

steam turbine power generation etc.  

1) Discrete events  2) Discrete simulators 

3) Continuous simulators  4) simulators 

 

 

Industrial Engineering (88) 

 

Many problems in financial engineering require numerical evaluation of an integral. Several 

virtues make simulation popular among practitioners as a methodology for these computations. 

First, it is easy to apply to many problems. For most derivative securities and financial models, 

even those that are complicated or high-dimensional, it takes relatively little work to create a 

simulation algorithm for pricing the derivative under the model. Also, pitfalls in numerical 

implementation of simulation algorithms are relatively rare. For the most part, a little knowledge 

and effort go a long way in financial simulations, with some expertise and investment of one’s 

time, one can go further and faster. 
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The second virtue of simulation is its good performance on high-dimensional problems: 

The rate of convergence of a Monte Carlo estimate does not depend on the dimension of the 

problem. While other numerical integration techniques may have advantage over simulation in 

various situations, their rates of convergence tend to degrade as the dimension increases. The 

dimension of the problem is high, for instance, when dealing with models of markets that contain 

many fundamental sources of risk or with derivative securities that depend in a nontrivial way on 

prices at many times. 

This issue is becoming increasingly important as securities markets and financial risk 

management become more sophisticated. 

A third attraction of simulation is the confidence interval that it provides for the Monte Carlo 

estimate. This information makes possible an assessment of the quality of the estimate, and of 

how much more computational effort might be needed in order to produce an estimate of 

acceptable quality. 

 

 

1- The passage mainly discusses ____. 

1) the range of effective application of simulation 

2) the challenges specific to financial simulations 

3) the advantages of financial simulation methodology 

4) the use of simulation to handle financial engineering problems 

 

2- which of the following statements is NOT true according to the passage? 

1) Financial risk management can benefit from the implementation of simulation algorithms. 

2) Financial simulations require extensive knowledge and expertise. 

3) Simulation is well suited to high-dimensional problems. 

4) Simulation is a valuable tool for pricing options. 

 

3- The word “pitfalls” is closest in meaning to ____. 

1) conflicts             2) procedures             3) features              4) difficulties 
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4- Which of the following is NOT discussed as an advantage of simulation in the 

passage? 

1) The domain of problems to which simulation can be applied 

2) The use of simulation to handle high-dimensional problems 

3) the provision of the confidence interval for Monte Carlo methods 

4) the application of simulation to a variety of financial problems 

 

5- The passage states that simulation makes it possible for the Monte Carlo 

estimate ____. 

1) to assess its quality and increase its acceptability 

2) to assess the risk of more computational effort 

3) to improve its performance when dealing with derivative securities 

4) to compute the values of derivatives over a period of time 
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NIT 11 

 

Safety Engineering 

 
Probabilistic Severity 

Proven Likelihood 

Perspective Experience 

Commercial Expenditure 

Collaboration Consequence 

Functionality Accordance 

Conducting Priority 

Mitigate Evaluate 

Mode Vulnerability 

 

Safety engineering is an applied science strongly related to systems engineering and the 

subset System Safety Engineering. Safety engineering assures that a system behaves as needed 

even when components fail. 

Ideally, safety-engineers take an early design of a system, analyze it to find what faults can 

occur, and then propose safety requirements in design specifications up front and changes to 

existing systems to make the system safer. In an early design stage, often a fail-safe system can 

be made acceptably safe with a few sensors and some software to read them. Probabilistic fault-

tolerant systems can often be made by using more, but smaller and less-expensive pieces of 

equipment 

Far too often, rather than actually influencing the design, safety engineers are assigned to prove 

that an existing, completed design is safe. If a safety engineer then discovers significant safety 

problems late in the design process, correcting them can be very expensive. This type of error 

has the potential to waste large sums of money. 

The exception to this conventional approach is the way some large government agencies 

approach safety engineering from a more proactive and proven process perspective, known as 

"system safety". The system safety philosophy is to be applied to complex and critical systems, 

U 
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such as commercial airliners, complex weapon systems, spacecraft, rail and transportation 

systems, air traffic control system and other complex and safety-critical industrial systems. The 

proven system safety methods and techniques are to prevent, eliminate and control hazards and 

risks through designed influences by a collaboration of key engineering disciplines and product 

teams. Software safety is a fast growing field since modern systems functionality are 

increasingly being put under control of software. The whole concept of system safety and 

software safety, as a subset of systems engineering, is to influence safety-critical systems designs 

by conducting several types of hazard analyses to identify risks and to specify design safety 

features and procedures to strategically mitigate risk to acceptable levels before the system is 

certified. 

 

Passage 

A failure modes and effects analysis (FMEA) is a procedure in product development and 

operations management for analysis of potential failure modes within a system for classification 

by the severity and likelihood of the failures. A successful FMEA activity helps a team to 

identify potential failure modes based on past experience with similar products or processes, 

enabling the team to design those failures out of the system with the minimum of effort and 

resource expenditure, thereby

1- According to the passage, which statement is NOT true? 

 reducing development time and costs. It is widely used in 

manufacturing industries in various phases of the product life cycle and is now increasingly 

finding use in the service industry. Failure modes are any errors or defects in a process, design, 

or item, especially those that affect the customer, and can be potential or actual. Effects analysis 

refers to studying the consequences of those failures. 

1) FMEA is aimed to find faults in systems 

2) FMEA helps to save costs and time 

3) Records are very important in FMEA 

4) Decreased development time is a result for FMEA 

 

2- The word “ thereby” in the passage means: 

1) whereas 2) therefore 3) by means of that  4) in accordance with 
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3- Author believes…. 

1) FMEA is merely used in manufacturing industry 

2) FMEA is specified to the service industry 

3) FMEA is widely used in service industry 

4) FMEA is growing in service industry 

 

4- According to the passage, which statement is true? 

1) Failure mode is the state of product failure 

2) Effect analysis is related to customer feedbacks 

3) Failure mode is detected in design phase 

4) Effect analysis is sought in processing items 

 

Question1. The outcomes of an FMEA development are actions to prevent or ……… the 

severity or likelihood of failures, starting with the highest-priority ones. It may be used to 

evaluate risk management priorities for ……… known threat vulnerabilities.  

1) reduce/ mitigating 2) preserve/identifying 

3) maintain/highlighting 4) decrease/decreasing 

 

Question2. A Safety Management Systems (SMS) is intended to act as a framework to allow an 

organization, as a minimum, to meet its legal obligations under ………. health and safety law. 

1) fundamental 2) manufacturer 3) environmental 4) occupational 
 

Question3. ………… is a phenomenon of a system or subsystem in which the system or 

subsystem does not perform its required or expected function 

1) uptime 2) fault 3) failure  4) crackdown 

 

Question4. FMEA is a team-based systematic and ……….approach for identifying ways that a 

process or design can fail, why it might fail, and how it can be made safer. 

1) statistical 2) proactive 3) discretionary 4) remedial 
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System Engineering (90) 

 

Nowadays, industrial safety and environmental protection rank alongside that technically 

optimized manufacturing process. There is a wish to see harmonization of ecology and economy 

within economically viable production. For the metal working industry this means using cooling 

lubricant in technologically sound applications while, at the same time, implementing and 

refining maintenance and recycling concepts. 

1- The harmony of ecology and economy of production: 

1) is a wish                                                                 2) has no importance 

3) cannot by- passed                                                    4) is impossible to reach 

 

2-The technically optimized manufacturing process: 

1) is only for metal working industry. 

2) stand in sharp contrast with safety and environmental issues. 

3) is to be considered on equal rank with safety and environment. 

4) must be reached considering safety and environment as equally important 

 

3- For the metal working industry the balance in sound application of cooling 

lubricants and implementation and recycling concepts. 

1) is a principle to observe in the entire metal industry. 

2) is the harmony of ecology and economy of production. 

3) is indicative of equal ranks for process versus safety and environment. 

4) is special isolated case. 

 

4- According to the passage, “implementing" means: 

1) using                                                                 2) considering 

3) marketing                                                         4) protecting 

5- The best title for this passage is: 

1) maintenance                                                    2) recycling concepts 

3) ecology and economy                                     4) environmental pollution 
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Industrial Engineering (82) 
 

Theoretically, if an item is to withstand a prescribed stress, making its strength strong enough to 

withstand three, four, or five times that stress would reduce the number of failures and accidents; 

that is a structure or container that had a safety factor of 4 would fail half as frequently as one 

that had a safety factor of 2. In practice, the inadequacies and uncertainties in use of safety led to 

a refinement known as margin of safety. 

A safety factor is expressed as the ratio of strength to stress. Initially, strength was nominal 

ultimate strength of the part: the average or prescribed value at which it would fail completely. 

However it was found that the strength of a specific material was not constant but would differ 

from any of that kind. Difference will occur in the composition of the material involved, 

manufacturing and assembly, environment, or in usage. As a result, failure will occur when stress 

becomes greater than strength. Using nominal or prescribed strengths and stresses, normally S/L 

was made so large there was no failure. Now, minimum strength/ maximum stress may be 

stipulated. By this means  which

Mark the best choice on your answer sheet: 

  is not unusual in aerospace system, it is possible to have as 

safety factor of 1.0 or 1.25 such a safety factor as low as 1.25 would indicate a safety margin of 

0.25. 

 

1-  Safety factor may be defined as ………… . 

1) strength divided by stress 

2) prescribed strength multiplied by a factor of 2,3, or 4 

3) the ratio of prescribed stress to strength. 

4) nominal ultimate stress to half the prescribed strength 

 

2-  We understand from the passage that if a part is to withstand a prescribed stress ……. . 

1) the safety factor must be at least equal to 1. 

2) all the parts must be used under similar conditions. 

3) The prescribed stress must be reduced by half the strength. 

4) the composition of the material used in similar parts must be given variety. 
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3-  The variations observed in the strength of parts leading to total failure stem from 

…………. . 

1) constant usage conditions 

2) discrepancies in production processes. 

3) Variations in the composition of materials  

4) both 1 and 2 

4-  The underline "which" (in line 8 paragraph 2) refers to ………. . 

1) failure  

2) maximum stress 

3) minimum strength 

4) stipulating a safety margin 

 

5-  The difference between the concept of safety factor and safety margin lies in the fact 

that ……….. . 

1) the latter cannot be used in aerospace technology while the former can. 

2) The latter is the ratio of minimum strength to maximum stress while the former is the ratio 

of strength to stress 

3) the former is the ratio of nominal strength to prescribed stress while the latter is the same 

ratio multiplied by a constant factor. 

4) The former is usually made large enough to cancel any possibility of failure while the latter 

is reduced to a minimum by a factor of 0.25. 
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NIT 12 

 

Inventory 

 
Estate Merchandise 

Probate Consumable 

Content Transaction 

Furnish Fulfillment 

Equivalent Prompt 

Stock Enhance 

Accounting Merchant 

Accessibility Accountant 

Oversupply Taxation 

Safeguard Skew 

Fraud  

 

Inventory means a list compiled for some formal purpose, such as the details of an estate going 

to probate, or the contents of a house let furnished. This remains the prime meaning in British 

English. In the USA and Canada the term has developed from a list of goods and materials to the 

goods and materials themselves, especially those held available in stock by a business; and this 

has become the primary meaning of the term in North American English, equivalent to the term 

"stock" in British English. In accounting, inventory or stock is considered an asset. 

Inventory control is the supervision of supply, storage and accessibility of items in order to 

ensure an adequate supply without excessive oversupply. 

It can also be referred as internal control - an accounting procedure or system designed to 

promote efficiency or assure the implementation of a policy or safeguard assets or avoid fraud 

and error etc. 

An inventory control system is a process for managing and locating objects or materials. In 

common usage, the term may also refer to just the software components. 

U 
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Modern inventory control systems often rely upon barcodes and RFID tags to provide automatic 

identification of inventory objects. In an academic study performed at Wal-Mart, RFID reduced 

Out of Stocks by 30 percent for products selling between 0.1 and 15 units a day. Inventory 

objects could include any kind of physical asset: merchandise, consumables, fixed assets, 

circulating tools, library books, or capital equipment. To record an inventory transaction, the 

system uses a barcode scanner or RFID reader to automatically identify the inventory object, and 

then collects additional information from the operators via fixed terminals (workstations), or 

mobile computers. 

An inventory control system may be used to automate a sales order fulfillment process. Such a 

system contains a list of order to be filled, and then prompts workers to pick the necessary items, 

and provides them with packaging and shipping information. an inventory system also manages 

in and outwards material of hardware. 

Real-time inventory control systems may use wireless, mobile terminals to record inventory 

transactions at the moment they occur. A wireless LAN transmits the transaction information to a 

central database. 

Physical inventory counting and cycle counting are features of many inventory control systems 

which can enhance the organization. 

 

Passage 

When a merchant buys goods from inventory, the value of the inventory account is reduced by 

the cost of goods sold (COGS). This is simple where the CoG has not varied across those held in 

stock; but where it has, then an agreed method must be derived to evaluate it. For commodity 

items that one cannot track individually, accountants must choose a method that fits the nature of 

the sale. Two popular methods that normally exist are: FIFO and LIFO accounting (first in - first 

out, last in - first out). FIFO regards the first unit that arrived in inventory as the first one sold. 

LIFO considers the last unit arriving in inventory as the first one sold. Which method an 

accountant selects can have a significant effect on net income and book value and, in turn, on 

taxation. Using LIFO accounting for inventory, a company generally reports lower net income 

and lower book value, due to the effects of inflation. This generally results in lower taxation. 
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Due to LIFO's potential to skew inventory value, UK GAAP and IAS have effectively banned 

LIFO inventory accounting. 

 

1- What is the main idea of the passage? 

1) Inventory control 

2) Inventory definition 

3) Methods in accounting 

4) FIFO vs. LIFO 

 

2- According to the passage, using proposed methods will affect…… 

1) Inventory 

2) Taxation 

3) Production 

4) Availability 

 

3- According to the passage, which statement is true? 

1) Choosing FIFO method will influence  net income 

2) LIFO can have a deviation in representing inventory value 

3) LIFO leaves inflation out of the impression 

4) FIFO is a better method in inventory accounting 

 

4- According to the passage, …….. is the determinant factor for choosing FIFO or 

LIFO method. 

1- Inflation 

2- Net income 

3- Book value 

4- CoGs  
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Question1. Inventory management is primarily about specifying the ………………….. of 

stocked goods. It is required at different locations within a facility or within many locations of a 

supply network to proceed the regular and planned course of production and stock of materials. 

 

1- shape and percentage 

2- quantity and quality 

3- inflow and outflow 

4- number and value 

Question2. Inventory appears as a/an……………. on an organization's balance sheet because 

the organization can, in principle, turn it into cash by selling it. 

1- long-term assets 

2- current assets 

3- accounts receivable 

4- cash 

 

Question3. …………….. inventory is inventory whose potential to be sold at a normal cost has 

passed or will soon pass. In certain industries it could also mean that the stock is or will soon be 

……….. to sell. 

1- safety/infeasible 

2- out of order/hardly 

3- expired/more likely 

4- distressed/ impossible 

 

Question4. EOQ applies only when demand for a product is ………. over the year and each new 

order is delivered …….. when inventory reaches zero. There is a fixed cost for each order 

placed, regardless of the number of units ordered. 

1- alternative/selective 

2- continuous/in phase 

3- constant/ in full 

4- fixed/ continuously 
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NIT 13 

 
 
Industrial Engineering (79) 
 

1-  In engineering degree courses, the coverage of ……….. aspects include such areas as 

industrial engineering. Management information systems, and principles of economics. 

1) leadership      2) engineering  3) supervisory             4) management 

 

2-  Social responsibility and …………… knowledge are prerequisites for anyone working 

as a scientist.  

1) Clear          2) in time              3) up- to- date    4) unprofessional  

 

3- A manufacturing manager ………. his/her plant by separating engineering, accounting, 

manufacturing and purchasing specialists into different departments. 

1) Divide               2) program              3) organize              4) harmonize 

 

4- An alpha ray is a small, high-energy particle given off from the nuclei of creation 

radioactive atoms ………… 

1) are disintegrating   2) as they disintegrate 

3) they do disintegrate  4) before they are disintegrated. 

 

5-  A man- machine system may consist of one man and one machine, in which the human 

error may be traced to …………… equipment design, failure of operators, or the design 

engineer. 

1) Poor              2) sharp            3) costly                 4) precise 

Industrial Engineering (80) 

 

6- Unless dying products make some unique contribution to the firm’s reputation or its 

product line or can be sold with an unusually high contribution, their production should 

be  terminated

1) enforced              2) endorsed               3) enfolded               4) ended 

 . 

U 
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7- Quality robot design means that the product is designed so that small variations in 

production or assembly do not  adversely

           1) Adverbially                              2) adventurously 

  affect the product. 

           3) unfavorably                          4) umbilically 

 

8- The CAD system, through a library of symbols and details, helps to ensure  adherence

1) Fierceness                2) fidelity               3) faithfulness              4) faithlessness 

  

to the drafting standards. 

 

9-   An assembly drawing shows an exploded

1) Parts designed   2) parts assembled    3) parts separated             4) parts integrated 

 view of the product. 

 

10- Product definition may be rigorous, as in the case of an insurance policy, or casual, as 

in the case of a haircut. 

1) Rigid                    2) lag                             3) right                             4) lax 

 

Industrial Engineering (82) 

 

11-  If productivity were considered on the broader basis of getting maximum ……. from 

the energy, materials, capital, and human effort that go into producing a product, we 

would …….. for ever higher quality. 

1) usage/strive   2) losses/produce 

3) assemblage/supply  4) requirements/need 

 

12- Group technology is a dynamic and evolutionary ………. Which continues to expand its 

influence on manufacturing system. 

1) product                2) development             3) consumption  4) manufacturing 
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13-  A free enterprise system depends upon the willingness of ……… to accept the risks 

involved in ……….. . 

1) the people, state 

2) workers, unionization 

3) politicians, elections 

4) businesses, competitions 

 

Industrial Engineering (89) 

 

14-  Manufacturing Processes, deals with issues which lead to a better ………..  of raw 

materials and energy, integration of design and manufacturing ……….. which are 

requiring the invention of suitable new methods and techniques. 

     1) consumption-activities                                     2) use-regulations 

     3) utilization-activities                                         4) fabrication-rules 

 

15- Decision making can be regarded as an outcome of mental & ………..  processes 

leading to the selection of a course of action among several alternatives and provides the 

………..  to decide the optimized course of action to be taken. 

   1) hypothetical-environment                         2) rigorous-background 

   3) conventional-opportunity                          4) cognitive-ability 

 

16- An operations researcher faced with a new problem is expected to determine which 

techniques are most ……….. given the nature of the system, the goals for improvement, 

and ………..  on time and computing power. 

     1) appropriate-constraints                       2) suitable-limitations 

     3) opportunity-experiences                     4) promising-results 
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17- Systems analysis is the interdisciplinary part of ……….., dealing with analysis of sets of 

interacting ……….., the systems, often prior to their automation as computer systems, and 

the interactions within those systems. 

       1) technology-systems                                2) science-entities 

       3) competency-parts                                   4) skill-tools 

18- Accrual adjustments, reconciling and correcting entries used to reconcile the ……….. 

systems to the general ledger are not always immediately entered into other MIS ……….. . 

       1) mathematical-expectations                   2) financial-systems 

       3) operational-cases                                  4) physical-issues 

 

Industrial Engineering (90) 

 

19- In general, the systematic definition of……….. can be defined as the ability of a person 

or system to perform and maintain its functions in routine ……….., as well as hostile or 

unexpected circumstances. 

      1) maintainability- analysis                        2) flexibility- environments 

      3) reliability- circumstances                       4) accountability- calculations 

20- They have considered the problem of ………..  a nonlinear smooth objective function of 

several variables when the derivatives of the objective function are ………..  and when no 

constraints are specified on the problem's variables. 

      1) solving- fuzzy                                       2) handling- known 

      3) optimizing- noticeable                           4) minimizing – unavailable 

21- Some of the promising directions for elaborating these ……….. in the future may be 

viewed from a framework that links the ………..  of artificial intelligence and operations 

research. 

      1) issues- future                                        2) inventions- cases 

      3) problems- capability                              4) innovations- perspectives 
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22- There is also a need to inspect what has been delivered to organization by its ………..  

and what has already been produced by the organization. 

      1) acceptance                                            2) suppliers 

      3) procedures                                             4) imperfection 

 

System Engineering(89) 

 

23- The company insists that all their products are ………..  in respect of their quality, 

specification and look. 

        1) uniform                           2) identity                     3) typical                    4) actual 

24- If for any reason customers do not like the item have bought, they always ……….. and 

get a refund. 

        1) give it back                   2) take it back               3) keep it back            4) hold it back 

25- The advantages of working for this company is that all employees ………..  themselves 

as a member of the team. 

        1) hold                                 2) think                         3) perceive                  4) believe 

25- The primary ……….. of project management is to achieve all of the project goals and 

objectives while honoring the preconceived project ……….. . Typical constraints are scope, 

time, and budget. 

       1) issue-aims                                                 2) object-limitations 

       3) intention-goals                                          4) challenge-constraints 

26- Development plan document will contain a number of ……….. to control the 

development and use of land, and will set out the design……….. and criteria against which 

planning applications will be considered. 

        1) standards-issues                                       2) issues-affairs 

        3) policies-standards                                    4) cases-polices 
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System Engineering(90) 

 

27- ………..  management is the application of knowledge, skills, tools, techniques and 

systems to define, visualize, measure, control, report and improve processes with the goal 

to meet customer requirements ……….. . 

        1) sale- environments                                2) process- profitably 

        3) engineering- standards                          4) maintenance- possibilities 

 

28- The basis of……….. is to reduce the errors produced during the manufacturing or 

service process, increase customer satisfaction, streamline supply chain ……….., aim for 

modernization of equipment and ensure workers have the highest level of training. 

       1) TPM- issues                                          2) PM- activities 

       3) EFQM- processes                                 4) TQM- management 

29- Strategic ………..  is an organization's process of defining its strategy, or direction, and 

making decisions on allocating its resources to pursue this ……….., including its capital 

and people. 

        1) process- issue                                      2) case- arrangement 

        3) planning- strategy                               4) management- strategy 

30- An organizational theorist should carefully consider level assumptions being made in 

……….., and is concerned to help ………..  and administrators. 

       1) action- managers                                 2) reality- individuals 

       3) theory- managers                                4) practice- personnel 

31- Taylor is considered the father of ………..  management and is credited in the 

development of the principles like scientific govern how much a worker can produce in a 

day, the function of management to discover and use these ……….. in operation of 

productive systems. 

      1) operations- laws                                  2) conventional- laws 

      3) production- regulations                       4) traditional- regulations 
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 absenteeism غيجت

 accident rate٘طختهبزف،٘طخٚلٛعتهبزف

 accommodate ٚفكزازٖ،انالحوطزٖ،تُجيكٕ٘ٛزٖ

 account for ٌعاضـزازٖ،ٔؿئَٛثٛزٖ

 accounting books زفبتطحؿبثساضی

 accounting period حؿبثساضیزٚضٜٞبی

 accounts receivable حؿبةٞبیزضیبفتٙی

 accrue ٌطفتٗ،تؼّكٌطزیسٖ،ٔٙتحقسٖافعٚزٜ

 accuracy نحت،زضؾتی

 activity فؼبِيت،وبض

 Activity Relationshipاثُٝفؼبِيتٞبض

 Activity Network Diagram ٕ٘ٛزاضقجىٝفؼبِيتٞب

 activity network فؼبِيتٞبقجىٝ

 administration ٔسیطیت ،وُءازاضٜ

 aerospace system ؾيؿتٓٞبیٞٛافًب

 after-the-fact-information اَالػبتثؼساظفؼبِيت

 airborne aircraft (ا٘تمبَثٛؾيّٝٞٛا)فًبپيٕبیٞٛاثطز

 aisle اٞطٚض

 Aisle Arrangement چيسٔبٖضاٞطٚ

 algorithm اٍِٛضیتٓ

 allocation ترهيم

 allowance ثيىبضیٔدبظ

 alloy اِيبغ

 alphanumeric character اِفجبػسزى

 amenable ،قس٘ی،ضاْتبثغ

 amortization cost (ٚغيطٜؾطٔبیٝ)اؾتٟالن ٞعیٙٝ

 analytical techniques تىٙيهٞبیتحّيّی

 annual depreciation ؾبِيب٘ٝاؾتٟالن

 anthropometricا٘ؿبٖثسٌٖيطیا٘ساظٜٔجحثثٝٚاثؿتٝ

 anthropomorphic ا٘ؿبٖقىُ،زاضایا٘ؿبٖقجيٝ

 antithesis ،تًبز،تٙبلى،يسٚ٘ميىپبزٌصاضٜ

٘ظطٌبٜ،،٘عزیهقسٖ،٘ظطوطزٖ

 ضٚیىطز،ٍ٘طـ
approach 

 arithmetic procedure ضٚیٝحؿبثی

 articulate ٔفهُثٙسی

 (ضٚثبت)ٔدٕٛػٝا٘ساْٞبیٔىب٘يىی

 

Articulated Mechanical 
System (AMS) 

 artisan نٙؼتٍط،نٙؼتىبض،افعاضٔٙس

خٕغ ،(یبٔٛتٛضٔبقيٗ)ؾٛاضوطزٖػُٕ

 ،اٚضی
assemblage 

 assemble ٔٛ٘تبغ،ؾٛاضوطزٖ،ٍٕٞصاضی

 assembly ،ثؿتٗٔٛ٘تبغ،ؾطٞٓوطزٖ

 Assembly Chart ٕ٘ٛزاضٔٛ٘تبغ

 assembly line ذٍٔٛ٘تبغ

 assessorاضظیبة

 asset زاضایی

 assets value اضظـزاضاییٞب

 assign ترهيمزازٖ

 Assignable ٔؼيٗ،ٔكرم،لبثُتكريم

 assignable cause ا٘حطافبتثبزِيُ

 assignment ترهيم،ٌٕبضـ،ٔبٔٛضیتزازٖ

 assurance تًٕيٗ،إَيٙبٖ،تؼٟس،اػتٕبز

 attentive behavior ضفتبضثبزلت

 attitude survey ثطضؾیضفتبضی

 attribute ٔكرهٝ،ٚیػٌى،٘كبٖ

 audit ٕٔيعی،ثبظثيٙی

 Audit Client ٔتمبيیٕٔيعی

 Audit criteriaٔؼيبضٕٔيعی

 Auditeeٕٔيعیقٛ٘سٜ

 augment وطزٖ،ظیبزوطزٖ،ٌؿتطزٜتىٕيُ

 automaticity ،ذٛزثرٛزیذٛزوبضی

ذٛزوبضؾبظی،اتٛٔبؾيٖٛ،ٔدٟعوطزٖ

 ثٝٚؾبیُذٛزوبض
automation 

 avoidable delay تأذيطلبثُاختٙبة

 awareness stance ٌبٞیآحبِت

 axis ،ٔحٛضتمبضٖٔحٛض،لُت

ؾفبضقبتثبثتوٝخٙؿیٔٛخٛزی

 ،زضا٘جبضٔٛخٛزاؾت
backlog 

 backorder costؾفبضـتبذيطقسٜٞعیٙٝ

 backward scheduling ثطٌكتیظٔب٘جٙسی

 balance تطاظ،تؼبزَ

 balance sheet تطاظ٘بٔٝ

 balanced line ٔتٛاظٖ(تِٛيس)ذٍ

 balancing delay تأذيطتؼبزِی

 bankable ثب٘ىیٚا٘تمبَ٘مُلبثُ

 bar chart ایٕ٘ٛزاضٔيّٝ

 bar stock ٔبزٜاِٚيٝٔهطفى

 bar-coded document ؾٙسثبضوسٌصاضیقسٜ

 base wage rate حسالُزؾتٕعز،٘طخزؾتٕعزپبیٝ

 basic division of work تمؿيٓثٙسیپبیٝاؼوبض

 basic element ػٙهطپبیٝای

 basic motion حطوتپبیٝای

 basic motion time study حطوتپبیٝایُٔبِؼٝظٔبٖ

 batch processing پطزاظـزؾتٝای

 batch size ا٘ساظٜزؾتٝ

 batch-type manufacturing تِٛيسزؾتٝای

 behavioral management ٔسیطیتضفتبضی

 behavioral patterns اٍِٛٞبیضفتبضی

 bell curve ٕ٘ٛزاضظٍِ٘ٛٝای

 benchmarking اٌٍِٛيطیاضظیبثیٔمبیؿٝای،
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 benefit-cost ratio ٘ؿجتٞعیٙٝٚفبیسٜ

 bill of material(BOM) فٟطؾتٔٛازؾيبٞٝٔٛاز،

 binary value ٔمساضزٚزٚیی

 binding constraint ٔحسٚزیتاِعاْآٚض

 bind ،ثٙس،ليسؾبذتٗٔتؼٟسّٚٔعْ

 binomial distribution تٛظیغثيٙٓ،تٛظیغزٚخّٕٝای

 bit ،ؾطٔتٝضلٓزٚزٚیىیه

 black box ؾيبٜخؼجٝ

 blending stage ٔطحّٝآٔيعـ

 block diagram ٕ٘ٛزاضوٙسٜای،ٕ٘بیفوّیٔساض

 bodily discomfort ٘بضاحتیخؿٕی

 bonds اٚضاقثٟبزاض

 bonus پبزاـ

 book value اضظـزفتطی

 boost ،ثبالضفتٗتطلی

 boring machine ؾٛضاخوبضیٔبقيٗ

 boring mill ٔبقيٗؾٛضاخوبضی

 bottleneck ٌٌّٛبٜ

 Bottleneck Engineering (BE) ٌٌّٛبٜٟٔٙسؾی
 bottom-line زِيُانّی

 bottom-up decision-making تهٕيٌٓيطیاظپبئيٗیٝثبال

 boundary ٔطظ،ذٍؾطحسی

 brass (فّع)ثط٘حاِيبغ،ثط٘ح

 brawn ػًال٘ی٘يطٚی

 break away ٌؿيرتٍى

 break even chart ٕ٘ٛزاض٘مُٝؾطثٝؾط

 break point ٘مُٝقىؿت

 breakdown قىؿت،تفىيه،تمؿيٓثٙسی ذطاثی،

 breakeven ،یطثٝیطقسٖؾطثٝؾطقسٖ

 break-even point ٘مُٝؾطثٝؾط

 budget ثٛزخٝ

 budget appropriation ثٛزخٝ،ٔٙظٛضوطزٖثٛزخٝترهيم

 budgetary constraint ٔحسٚزیتٞبیثٛزخٝای

 buffer ٔيبٍ٘يط،ٚاؾُٝ،شذيطٜؾبظ،ثبفط

 buffer inventory ٔٛخٛزیایٕٙی

 Buffer Stock شذيطٜایٕٙی

 bulk loading ثبضٌيطىٔرعٖثَٝٛضیهخب

 burden ثبض،ثبالؾطی

 business process فطآیٙسوؿتٚوبضٟٔٙسؾیٔدسز
reengineering(BRP) 

 calibration تٙظيٓوطزٖ،وبِيجطٜوطزٖ

 capacity ،ظطفيتٌٙدبیف

ؿتٍبٜوبضییٔبقيٗیبا)ٌٌّٛبٜظطفيت

وُؾيؿتٓضأحسٚزٔیوٝظطفيت

 (وٙس

capacity bottleneck 

ػبُٔٔحسٚزوٙٙسٜزض)ٔحسٚزیتظطفيت

 (ظطفيتٌٌّٛبٜ
capacity constraints 

 capital ؾطٔبیٝ

 capital budgeting ثٛزخٝثٙسىؾطٔبیٝ

 cell ؾَّٛ

 cell layout چيسٔبٖؾَّٛ

 cellular manufacturing تِٛيسؾِّٛی

 changeover ا٘تمبَ

 chart ٕ٘ٛزاض

 check study (ثبظُٔبِؼٝ)ُٔبِؼٝثبظٍ٘طی

 chronological time orderتطتيتظٔب٘یزاضیتؿّؿُتبضیری

 circumvent پيفزؾتیوطزٖ،ٔيب٘جطظزٖ

ثبحّمٝثط٘بٔٝضیعی٘يبظٔٙسیٟبیٔٛاز

 ثؿتٝ
closed-loop MRP 

 coarse ظثط،ذكٗ،يريٓ

 coding system ؾيؿتٓوسٌصاضی

 coin tossing ؾىٝا٘ساذتٗ

 commercial تدبضی

 commodity وبال،ٔتبع،خٙؽ

 commonalities اقتطاوبت

 competitivenessضلبثتپصیطی،ضلبثتیثٛزٖ

 competitor ضليت

 complex whole وُپيچيسٜ

 compliance ،ثطاٚضزٖ،اخبثتلجَٛ

 component اخعاء،ؾبظٜ

 Computer Aided َطاحیثٝوٕهوبٔپيٛتط
Design(CAD) 

 Computer-Aidedتِٛيسثٝوٕهوبٔپيٛتط
Manufacturing(CAM) 

 computerized programوبٔپيٛتطیوٙتطَثط٘بٔٝ
control 

 conceptual design َطاحیٔفٟٛٔی

 concise visualization تهٛضٔٛخع

 concurrent ٕٞعٔبٖ

 concurring engineering (CE)ٟٔٙسؾیٕٞعٔبٖ

 configuration management ٔسیطیتپيىطثٙسى

 constant element خعءثبثت

 constrained optimization ٔؿئّٝثٟيٙٝؾبظیثبٔحسٚزیت
problem 

 consumption ،ؾٛذتٗٔهطف

 contingency احتٕبَ،قب٘ؽ،احتٕبَٚلٛع

 continuous stopwatch پيٛؾتٝ/ضٚـظٔبٍ٘يطیٔتٛاِی
method 

 contract لطاضزاز،پيٕبٖ،ٔمبَؼٝوبضی

 contractor وبضٔمبَؼٝوبض،پيٕبٖ

 contractual لطاضزازى،ٔمبَؼٝاى،ٔبٞسٜاى،پيٕب٘ى

 control chart ٕ٘ٛزاضوٙتطَ

 control system ؾيؿتٓوٙتطَ
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 conventional turning تطاقىبضیٔؼِٕٛی

ظیطقبذٝایاظ)ثط٘بٔٝضیعیٔحسة

ضیبييبتوٝٔؿبئُثٟيٙٝؾبظیثبتٛاثغ

 (وٙسٔحسةضاثطضؾیٔی

convex programming 

 cooperative affairs وبضٞبیتؼبٚ٘ی

 coordinate ٕٞبًٞٙوطزٖ،تؼسیُوطزٖ،ٔرتهبتی

 coordinated body ء مهاهنگخع

 coordination ،ٕٞىبضیٕٞبٍٞٙی

(یبثٍٙبٜقطوت)اظٔطزْ،ٌطٚٞیقطوت

 ثبقٙسحمٛلیقرهيتزاضایوٝ
corporation 

 cost center ٞعیٙٝٔطوع

 cost control ٞعیٙٝ وٙتطَ

 cost of goods sold ٞعیٙٝوبالٞبیفطٚذتٝقسٜ

 cost reduction report ٌعاضـوبٞفٞعیٙٝ

 cost tradeoffتٟبتطٞعیٙٝ

 costly ،ٌعافٌطاٖ

 coverage ،قَٕٛپٛقف

 criteria قطایٍ،ٔؼيبضٞب،يٛاثٍ

 criterion ،ٔؼيبضيبثُٝ

 critical حطا٘ی

 critical path ٔؿيطثحطا٘ی

 critical path method(CPM) ضٚـٔؿيطثحطا٘ی

 critical program analysis تحّيُثط٘بٔٝثحطا٘ی

لُؼبتػًٛیهؾبذتبضثطایاتهبَ

 َِٛى
cross member 

 cross-functional team ٔيبٖوبضوطزیتيٓ

 cube like قجيٝٔىؼت

 cumulative lead time تدٕؼیاٖتساضن

 customer dissatisfaction ٔكتطیاضيبیتی

 cutting speed ؾطػتثطـ

 cycle time ظٔبٖؾيىُ

 cycle timing ٌطزـوبضیؾيىُظٔبٖؾٙدی

 cylindrical ایؾتٛا٘ٝا

 data acquisition ٞبزازٜاوتؿبة

 data processing ٞبزازٜ،پطزاظـپطزاظیزازٜ

 Data mining زازٜوبٚی

 day rate ٘طخٔعزضٚظا٘ٝ

 day work وبضضٚظٔعز

 dead ends ثیپبیبٖ

 debug وطزٖظزاییاقىبَ

ثطحؿت)ؾبػتظٔب٘ؿٙدیزٞسٞی

 (ؾبػت
decimal hour stopwatch 

ثطحؿت)ؾبػتظٔب٘ؿٙدیزٞسٞی

 (زليمٝ
decimal minute stopwatch 

 decision analysis تهٕيٌٓيطیآ٘بِيع

 decision theory تهٕيٌٓيطیتئٛضی

 decision variable تهٕيٓٔتغيط

 decline ٘عَٚ،وبٞف،وبؾتٝقسٖ

 decoder ضٔعٌكب،ضٔعقٙبؼ

 dedicate وطزٖ،ٚلفزازٖذتهبل،ااٞساوطزٖ

FMSاذتهبنی dedicated FMS 

 dedication فساوبضی،،ترهيماٞساء

 deductive reasoning اؾتسالَليبؾى

 defective unitٔؼيٛةٚاحس

 deficiency ،وٕجٛز،وؿط،٘بوبضایی،وٕی٘مم

 degree of flexibility ا٘ؼُبفپصیطیزضخٝ

 degrees of freedom زضخبتآظازی

 delay تبذيط،ثٝتبذيطافتبزٖ

 delay allowance تبذيطٔدبظ

 demandتمبيب،ُٔبِجٝ،ذٛاؾتٝ

 demarcateٌصاضزٖ،٘كبٖحسٚزوطزٖتؼييٗ

 departure mechanism ٔىب٘يعْا٘حطاف

 deplete ضؾب٘يسٖتٝ،ثٝوطزٖ،ذبِیوطزٖتٟی

 deployment (٘ظبٔيبٖ)ٔٛيغٌيطیاؾتطاتػیه

 depreciationاؾتٟالن،وبٞفثٟب

 derivatives ٔكتمٝاٚضاق

 detailed layout چيسٔبٖتفهيّی

 determinant ،ػبخع،خبظٌْيط٘سٜ،تهٕيٓوٙٙسٜتؼييٗ

 deterministic لُؼی،غيطاحتٕبِی

 deviate قسٖٔٙحطف

 deviation ا٘حطاف

 dice throwing پطتبةتبؼ

 Die casting ضیرتٗفّعاتتحتفكبض

 diesel propulsion زیعِیٔحطوٝ٘يطٚی

 differential piecework وبضٔعزلُؼٝايبفی

 diffuse وطزٖپرف

 direct costing ٞعیٙٝیبثیٔؿتميٓ

 direct labor ٘يطٚیوبضٔؿتميٓ

 direct material ٔٛازاِٚيٝٔؿتميٓ

 direct search methods ضٚـٞبیخؿتدٛیٔؿتميٓ

 disassemble پيبزٜوطزٖ زٔٛ٘تبغ،

 discernment ،تٕيعتكريم

 disciplined process فطآیٙسٔٙظٓ

 discrepancy ،ٔٛضزاذتالف،تفبٚتاذتالف

 discrete ٌؿؿتٝ،خسا،ٔدعا

 discrete event ٌؿؿتٝ سپيكبٔ

 dispatch list ِيؿتاضؾبَ

 disposal يبیؼبت

 dispose (يبیغوطزٖ)زٚضضیع

 distribution وطزٖ،پرفوطزٖتٛظیغ،تٛظیغ
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 dividing line ٔطظخساوٙٙسٜ

 dock ثبضا٘ساظ،ؾىٛ

 documentؾٙس،ٔسضن،ٔالن

 documentation ٔؿتٙسؾبظی

 dovetail خفتوطزٖ

ظٔبٖتٛلف،ٔستظٔب٘یوٝوبضذب٘ٝوبض

 downtimeٕ٘یوٙس

 draftsman لب٘ٛ٘یِٛایحوٙٙسٜ،تٟيٝ،َطاحوف٘مكٝ

 drill ظزٖٔتٝ

 driving force ٘يطٚىٔحطوٝ

 drop delivery ٘عِٚی(خبثٝخبیی)اضؾبَ

 due dates ؾطضؾيس،ٔٛػسٔمطض

 Earliest Due Date (EDD)ظٚزتطیٗٔٛػستحٛیُ

 duplex style ؾجهًٔبػف

 duplicating machine ٔبقيٗ٘ؿرٝثطزاضی

 dynamic پٛیب

 earn زضأسزاقتٗ،،وطزٖٔؼبـوؿت

 earned hour ؾبػتثسؾتآٔسٜ

 economic justification تٛخيٝالتهبزى

 Economic Orderٔمساضالتهبزیؾفبضـ
Quantity(EOQ) 

 economical ٔمطٖٚثٝنطفٝ ،التهبزى

 effectiveness اثطثركى

 efficiency وبضایی

 effort ،ؾؼی،وٛقفتمال،تالـ

 effort rating ضتجٝثٙسیتالـ

 elapsed time ظٔبٖؾپطیقسٜ

 element ػٙهط

 elongation ،زضاظقسٌیوكيسٌی

 embellished پيطاؾتٗ،زازٖ،اضایفوطزٖضایف

 emit وطزٖؾبتغ

 empathy فىط،تّميٗا٘تمبَ

 employ ثٝوبضٌطفتٗ،اؾترساْوطزٖ

 employee وبضٌط،اؾترساْقسٜ،ٔؿترسْوبضٔٙس،

 employer وٙٙسٜوبضفطٔب،اؾترساْ

 empowerment تمٛیت

 encoded data قسٜضٔعی زازٜٞبی

 encoding ضٔعٌصاضی

 encompass زٖوط،احبَٝزٚضٌطفتٗ

 endorsement ٌصاضزٖنحٝ

 enterprise ثٍٙبٜالتهبزی

 entity ٔٛخٛزیت

 Entity Relationship Diagram اضتجبٌٔٛخٛزیتٞبٕ٘ٛزاض
(ERD) 

 equipment تدٟيعات،ٔٛاضزيطٚضی

ٔطثٌٛثٟٝٔٙسؾیا٘ؿب٘ی،اضٌٛ٘ٛٔيه،

 فبوتٛضٞبیا٘ؿب٘ی
ergonomic 

 erosion ،تحّيُ،فؿبزتسضیدی،ؾبیففطؾبیف

 erroneous assumption ٘بزضؾتفطو

 error-free ذُبثی

 evaluated base rate (ثطآٚضزی)پبیٝایترٕيٙی٘طخ

 
even analysis 

 ever-increasing زائٓزضحبَافعایف

 examine وطزٖ،ثبظضؾیوطزٖأتحبٖ

 excess stock ٔٛخٛزىٔبظاز

 excessive cost ثيفاظحس ٞعیٙٝ

 execution اخطا

 executive ٔسیطاخطایی

 expenditure ،ذطجثطأس،ٞعیٙٝ

 Exploded Assembly Drawing ٘مكٝٔٛ٘تبغٌؿتطزٜ

 exploit اظ،وطزٖثطزاضیثٟطٜ

 external element ذبضخیء خع

 extrusion line ػّٕيبتفكبضوبضیذٍ

 facilities planning تؿٟيالتَطاحی

 factor comparison ٔمبیؿٝفبوتٛض

 failure قىؿت،ذطاثی،ػيت

ضٚقی)آ٘بِيعحبالتثبِمٜٛذطاثی

ؾيؿتٕبتيهثطایقٙبؾبییٚپيكٍيطیاظ

 (ٚلٛعٔكىُزضٔحهَٛٚفطآیٙسآٖ

Failure Mode And Effect 
Analysis ( FMEA) 

 failure rate ٘طخقىؿت

 fair day's work وبضضٚظا٘ٝػبزال٘ٝ

 fatigue ذؿتٍی،فطؾٛزٌی

 fatigue allowance ٔطذهیذؿتٍی

 feasible ػّٕی،ٔٛخٝ،أىبٖپصیط

 feasible alternative ٌعیٙٝٔٛخٝ

 Feasible Region ُٔٙمٝٔٛخٝ

 field ،ضقتٝٔيساٖ

ثطضؾیفيّٓفطیٓثٝفطیٓ)تحّيُفيّٓ

 ...(ػّٕيبت
film analysis 

 financial engineering ٟٔٙسؾیٔبِی

 finish goods inventory ٔٛخٛزیوبالٞبیتٕبْقسٜ

 firm قطوت،ٔٛؾؿٝ

 firm horizon قطوت افكثط٘بٔٝضیعی

اِٚيٗٚضٚزی،اِٚيٗ(ؾيؿتٓنفِ)

 ذطٚخی
First In, First Out(FIFO) 

 First -pass yield ذطٚخیاِٚيٗتأیيس(٘طخ)

قطٚعs،پٙحانُالحوٝثبحطفSپٙح

ٔیقٛ٘سٚٞسفاظوبضثطزآٖایدبز

ٔحيٍوبضیٔٙبؾتثطایوٙتطَزیساضی

 .اؾت

Five S(5S) 

 fixed asset زاضائىثبثت

 fixed cost ٞعیٙٝثبثت
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 fixed-order systemؾيؿتٓؾفبضـثبثت

 fixture ليس،فيىؿچط

 fleet ٘بٌٚبٖ

 flexibility of manufacturing ؾبذتٚتِٛيسا٘ؼُبفپصیطی

 Flexible Manufacturing ؾيؿتٓتِٛيسا٘ؼُبفپصیط
Systems(FMS) 

 flexible workforce ٘يطٚیوبضٔٙؼُف

زیبٌطأیوٝخطیبٖ)زیبٌطاْخطیبٖ

اَالػبت،ٔٛازٚغيطٜزضیهفطآیٙسضا

 (.٘كبٖٔیزٞس

flow diagram 

 flow line configuration ٔؿيطخطیبٖپيىطثٙسی

 Flow Process Chart(FPC) ٕ٘ٛزاضفطایٙسخطیبٖ

 fluctuation ،تغييط٘ٛؾبٖ

 forecast پيفثيٙی،پيفثيٙیوطزٖ

 foreign element ػٙهطثيٍب٘ٝ

 foremen ؾطزؾتٝ

 forming ،قىُزٞیفطْوبضى

 forum ػْٕٛاختٕبعظاض،ٔحُ،ثبٔيساٖ

 forward scheduling ظٔب٘جٙسیضٚثٝخّٛ

 foundry enterprise ٌساظفّعبضذب٘ٝو

 framework ،چبضچٛةثٙسیاؾترٛاٖ

 free enterprise system ٘ظبْالتهبزاظاز

 freight cost وطایٝ ٞعیٙٝ

 frequency ثؿبٔس،فطوب٘ؽ

 friction ،انُىبنؾبیف

 frustration ٔحطْٚؾبظى،٘بأيسى

 full-blown reality وبُٔٚالؼيت

 function description قطحٚظبیف

 futuristic ،پيكطٚایٙسٜٔطثٌٛثٝ

 gagging equipment تدٟيعاتا٘ساظٌٜيطی

 gain sharing تؿٟيٓزؾتآٚضز

 game theory ٘ظطیٝثبظیٞب

ٕ٘ٛزاضیثطایثط٘بٔٝضیعیٚ)ٌب٘تچبضت

پيٍيطیپطٚغٜٞبوٝزضآٖٔحٛضافمی

ػبُٔظٔبٖٚٔحٛضػٕٛزی٘كبٖزٞٙسٜ

٘كبٍ٘طفؼبِيتٞبیالظْزضاخطایپطٚغٜ

 (اؾت

Gantt chart 

 Gaussian distribution تٛظیغ٘طٔبَ

 generic role ٘مفوّی

 Gilberth basic element ػٙهطپبیٝایٌيّجطت

 gradient-based methods ضٚقٟبیٔجتٙیثطٌطازیبٖ

 graph theory تئٛضىٌطاف

 grind وطزٖیباؾيبةذطزوطزٖػُٕ،وٛثيسٖ

 gripper زاض٘سٜ،ٍ٘بٜزاض٘سٜ

 Group Technology(GT) تىِٙٛٛغیٌطٚٞی

 group-tooling deviceٚؾيّٝقىُزٞیٌطٚٞی

 growth ،افعایفضقس،ٕ٘ٛز،ضٚـ

 guaranteed annual wage زؾتٕعزتًٕيٙیؾبِيب٘ٝ

 hierarchical level ؾّؿّٝٔطاتجیؾُح

 high-speed manipulation ؾطیغاِؿيط(ثبٟٔبضت)وبضوطزٖ

 horizontal axis افمیٔحٛض

 human factor ػٛأُا٘ؿب٘ى

 human factors engineering ٟٔٙسؾىػٛأُا٘ؿب٘ى

 human sensory capability لبثّيتحؿیا٘ؿبٖ

 idle time ظٔبٖثيىبضی

 impetus ،اٍ٘يعٜػعْ،خٙجف٘يطٚی

 incentive اٍ٘يعٜ

 incentive earning زضآٔسٞبیاٍ٘يعقی

 incentive environment ٔحيٍٞبیاٍ٘يعقی

 incentive opportunity اٍ٘يعقیفطنتٞبی

 incentive pace اٍ٘يعقی(ػّٕىطز)ؾطػت

 incentive performance اٍ٘يعقیػّٕىطز

 incentive rate اٍ٘يعقی٘طخزؾتٕعز

 income statement اظٟبض٘بٔٝزضآٔس

 incorporate ،ٔتحسوطزٖپيٛؾتٗ،ثٟٓوطزٖیىی

 incremental analysis آ٘بِيعايبفی

 incur ٔٛختظیبزقسٖ،ٔتحُٕقسٖ

 indexing قبذمٌصاضى

 indexing mechanism یقبذمٌصاضٔىب٘يعْ

 indirect labor ٘يطٚیوبضغيطٔؿتميٓ

 indirect material غيطٔؿتميٓٔٛازاِٚيٝ

 Indoor Air Quality(IAQ) ويفيتٞٛایزاذُؾبذتٕبٖ

 Industrial Engineer ٟٔٙسؼنٙبیغ

 industrial Engineering نٙبیغٟٔٙسؾی

زٚضٜاثتسایی)زٚضٜٔطيٚٔيطوٛزوبٖ

قطٚعؾيؿتٓوٝتّفبتثبالییزاضزٚثٝ

ٞٓٔی«ػيتظزایی»آٖانُالحبًزٚضٜ

 (ٌٛیٙس

infant mortality  period 

 infinitesimal وٛچهذطز،ثيٟٙبیتا٘ساظٜثی

 inflation تٛضْ

 information processing ؾيؿتٓپطزاظـاَالػبت
system(IPS) 

 Information Technology(IT) فٗآٚضیاَالػبت

،،ظیطؾبظی،ؾبظٔبٖ،قبِٛزٜپيسایف

 ظیطثٙب
infrastructure 

 ingredient تطويجی،خعءخعء

 initial cost ٞعیٙٝاِٚيٝ

 inoperative ،غيطٔٛثطغيطػّٕی

 in-process goods (زضحبَپطزاظـ)زضزؾتالساْوبالٞبی

 input ٚضٚزی

 inspect وطزٖ،ضؾيسٌیوطزٖثبظضؾی

 inspection ثبظضؾی،ثبظزیس
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 inspection probe ثبظضؾی وبٚقٍط

 installation ضاٜا٘ساظی،٘هت

 instruction card وبضتزؾتٛضاِؼُٕ

 instrumentation تدٟيعات،زؾتٍبٟٞب

 insurance ثيٕٝ،پَٛثيٕٝ،حكثيٕٝ

 integer linear program اػسازنحيحذُیثط٘بٔٝضیعی

 integer programming ثط٘بٔٝضیعیاػسازنحيح

 integrate shop floor system ؾيؿتٓؾُحیىپبضچٝوبضٌبٞی

 integrated system ؾيؿتٓپىپبضچٝ

 interaction تؼبُٔ،فؼُٚا٘فؼبَ

 interdependent subsystems ظیطؾيؿتٓٞبیٚاثؿتٝ

 interface ٚانُ،ٚاؾُٝ،اضتجبٌ

 interference time ظٔبٖتساذُ

 internal elements زاذّیػٙبنط

 internal recycling ثبظیبفتزاذّی

،تمبَغوطزٖ،تمؿيٓوطزٖاظٚؾٍلُغ

 وطزٖ
intersect 

 introduction (اِٚيٗٔطحّٝچطذٝػٕطٔحهَٛ)ٔؼطفی

 intuitive process قٟٛزى

 inventory ٔٛخٛزی،زاضایی

 inventory as a percent of ثٝػٙٛاٖزضنسفطٚـٔٛخٛزی
sales 

 inventory control ٔٛخٛزیوٙتطَ

 inventory turns ٔٛخٛزیٌطزـ

 invest وطزٖؾطٔبیٌٝصاضى

 investor ضؾطٔبیٌٝصا

 irrigation system یقجىٝاثيبض

 iteration تىطاض

 iterative model building قٛ٘سٜتىطاضؾبذتٔسَ

 Jig (خيً)ٞسایتوٙٙسٜ

وبضی،ٔمبَؼٝ،ایٛة،قغُؾٕتوبض،أط،

 وطزٖ،زالِیوطزٖ
job 

 job analysis ،تحّيُقغُتدعیٝوبض

 job classification تمؿيٓثٙسیٔكبغُ

 job description قطحٚظبیفقغّی

 job enrichment قغُؾبظیغٙی

 job evaluation اضظـٌصاضیقغُ

 job lot تٝٔب٘سٜا٘جبض

 job rotation قغّیٌطزـ

 job shop تِٛيسوبضٌبٞی

 job specification یٔكرهبتقغّ

 job-based pay system ؾيؿتٓپطزاذتثطٔجٙبیقغُ

 joints اتهبالت

ٔطثٌٛثٝحُاذتالفبت)ازاضیٚلًبیی

 (وبضٌطی
jurisdictional 

 Just-In-Time(JIT)یهؾيؿتٓٔٛخٛزی)زضؾتثٝٔٛلغ

غاپٙیوٝٔؼتمسثٍٟٝ٘ساضیٔٛخٛزیزض

 (ا٘جبضٕ٘یثبقس

،ثٟجٛزپيٛؾتٝٚ(ٚاغٜغاپٙی)وبیعٖ

فعایٙسٜیهفؼبِيتثٝٔٙظٛضآفطیٙف

زض.وٕتط(تّفبت)اضظـثيكتطٚٔٛزا

ٔحيٍوبضثٝٔؼٙیثٟجٛزپيٛؾتٝثب

وبضٌطأٖكبضوتٍٕٞب٘یوبضوٙبٖاػٓاظ

 .ٚٔسیطاٖاؾت

Kaizen 

 kanban (ٚاغٜغاپٙی)ؾيٍٙبَ

 key milestone ٔطحّٝثطخؿتٝایزضیهپطٚغٜ

 keypunch ٔبقيٗپب٘چ

 labor وبض٘يطٚی

 labor cost وبض٘يطٚیٞعیٙٝ

 labor environment ٔحيٍوبض

 labor productivity ثٟطٜزٞى٘يطٚىوبض

 labor-hour ٘فطؾبػت٘يطٚیوبض

آذطیٗٚضٚزی،اِٚيٗ(ؾيؿتٓنفِ)

 ذطٚخی
Last In First Out(LIFO) 

 layout چيسٔبٖ،َطحثٙسی،٘مكٝ

ظٔبٖا٘تظبضتبضؾيسٖ،ظٔبٖتساضن

 ٔحّٕٝؾفبضـزازٜقسٜ
lead time(LT) 

 leadershipضٞجطی

 lean ٘بة

ٔعایبیتِٛيسضٚـتِٛيسیاؾتوٝ

زؾتیٚتِٛيسا٘جٜٛضاثبیىسیٍطتّفيك

وطزٜٚاظليٕتثبالیاِٚیٚا٘ؼُبف

٘بپصیطیزٚٔیاختٙبةٔیوٙسٚاظ

ٔبقيٗآالتیاؾتفبزٜٔیوٙسوٝٞٓ

 ذٛزوبضٚٞٓا٘ؼُبفپصیط٘س

lean manufacturing 

ٕ٘ٛزاضیوٝثٝػٙٛاٖ ؛ٔٙحٙییبزٌيطی

یبزٌيطیزضیهقبذهیثطایتٛا٘بیی

 .زٚضٜظٔب٘یٔیثبقس

learning curve 

 leveled time ظٔبٖٔتٛاظٖقسٜ

 levelingتؿُيح،ٞٓؾُحوطزٖ،ٕٞتطاظوطزٖ

 lexicographic اِفجبیی

 liability اؾتؼساز،قبیؿتٍی،ٔؿئِٛيت٘يبظٔٙسی

 limiting process فطآیٙسٔحسٚزوٙٙسٜ

 line balance تٛاظٖذٍ؛ذٍٔتٛاظٖ

 line production تِٛيسذُی

 loading ramps ثبضٌصاضیزاضقيتؾُح

 logic ُٔٙمی

 logistic تٟيٝٚتٛظیغ،حُٕٚ٘مُ

 logistical subsystems ِدؿتيىى،ٔطثٌٛثِٝدؿتيه

 long run زضاظٔست

 long-term إِست،َٛیُزضاظٔست

 long-term growth زضاظٔستضقس

 loose standards اؾتب٘ساضزآظاز

 lost time ظٔبٖاظزؾتضفتٝ

 lot،ٔٛخٛزیا٘جبقتٝ
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 lot size ا٘ساظٜا٘جبقتٝ

 lumber اِٛاض

 machine attention time ظٔبٖٔطالجتٔبقيٗ

 machine idle time ظٔبٖثيىبضیٔبقيٗ

 machine interference زذبِتٔبقيٗ

 machine utilization ٔبقيٗثىبضٌيطی

 machine-controlled time ظٔبٖوٙتطَقسٜٔبقيٗ

 Machine downtime ظٔبٖذطاثیٔبقيٗ

 machine-hour ٔبقيٗ-ؾبػت

 machinery االتٔبقيٗ

 maintainability پصیطیٍٟ٘ساقت

 make to order تِٛيسؾفبضقی

 make to stock تِٛيسا٘جبضقی

 makeup pay پطزاذتخجطا٘ی

 malfunction ،ذطاثیوطزٖثسػُٕ

 management ٔسیطیت

 management analyst تحّيٍّطٔسیطیت

 management audit ٕٔيعیٔسیطیت

 management consultant ٔكبٚضٔسیطیت

 management engineering ٟٔٙسیٔسیطیت

 management information ؾيؿتٓٞبیاَالػبتٔسیطیت
systems(MIS) 

 man-machine system ٔبقيٗ-ؾيؿتٓا٘ؿبٖ

 man-made ثكطؾبذت

 manpower ٘يطٚىا٘ؿب٘ى

 manual element ػٙهطزؾتی

 manual motion حطوتزؾتی

 manufacturing floor وفوبضٌبٜ

 manufacturing lead time ظٔبٖؾطضؾيسؾبذتتِٛيس

 manufacturing organization ؾبظٔبٖؾبذتتِٛيس

 manufacturing systems ؾيؿتٓٞبیؾبذتٚتِٛيس

 marginal حبقيٝای،ٔطظی

 marketing ثبظاضیبثی

 marketing forecast ثبظاضپيفثيٙی

 mass production تِٛيسا٘جٜٛ

 Master Production ظٔب٘جٙسیانّیتِٛيس
Schedule(MPS) 

 master schedule ظٔب٘جٙسیانّی

 material flow خطیبٖٔٛاز

 material handling ٔٛاز خبثدبیی

 Material Requirement ثط٘بٔٝضیعی٘يبظٔٙسیٟبیٔٛاز
Planning(MRP) 

 maturity (اظچطذٝػٕطٔحهَٛؾْٛٔطحّٝ)ثّٛؽ

 Maynard Operation تىٙيهتٛاِیػّٕيبتٔب٘يبضز
Sequence Technique(MOST) 

 Mean Time Between ذطاثیٞبظٔبٖٔتٛؾٍثيٗ
Failure(MTBF) 

 Mean Time To ظٔبٖٔتٛؾٍتباِٚيٗذطاثی
Failure(MTTF) 

 measured day work (ا٘ساظٌٜيطیقسٜ)وبضضٚظا٘ٝا٘دبْقسٜ

 memory حبفظٝ

 memotion study ُٔبِؼٝحطوتآٞؿتٝ

 merit rating ضتجٝثٙسیقبیؿتٍی

 method ضٚـ

قٙبؾبئى،ٔتسِٛغى،ػّٓانَٛضٚـ

 ،ضٚـقٙبؾى
methodology 

 methods engineering ٟبضٚق ٟٔٙسؾی

 methods study ُٔبِؼٝضٚـٞب

 Methods Time ظٔب٘ؿٙدیضٚـٞب
Measurement(MTM) 

 methods training آٔٛظـضٚـٞب

 micromotion study ُٔبِؼٝضیعحطوتٞب

 mild steel فٛالز٘طْ

 milling machine تطاـٔبقيٗ

 minimum time ظٔبٖحسالُ

غٍّثيٙی،پيفوطزٖحؿبةاقتجبٜ

 وطزٖ
miscalculate 

 model ؾبظی،ٔسَ،ٔسَٕ٘ٛ٘ٝ

 modeler ٔسِؿبظ

 monitor وطزٖثب٘یزیسٜ

 monograph یتهٍ٘بض

 monotony یىٙٛاذتی

 Monte Carlo method وبضِٛٔٛ٘تضٚـ

 Motion study حطوتیُٔبِؼٝ

 multifunction ،چٙسوبضٜچٙسٚظيفٝای

 multiple activity process فطآیٙسچٙسٌب٘ٝ-ٕ٘ٛزاضفؼبِيت
chart 

 multiple piece rate plan َطح٘طخزؾتٕعزچٙسلُؼٝای

 mutual ،زٚخب٘جٝٔتمبثُ

قطوتٟبیثىبضذطیسؾٟبْوٝقطوتی

نٙسٚقؾطٔبیٝ)وٙسٔجبزضتزیٍط

 (ٌصاضی

mutual fund 

 net revenue زضآٔسذبِم

 nominal ultimate ٟ٘بییاؾٕی

زض)،٘بٔعزی،وب٘سیس،تؼييٌٗصاضی٘بْ

 (ا٘تربثبت
nomination 

 nonintegrated shop floor ؾيؿتٓؾُحوبضٌبٞیغيطیىپبضچٝ
system 

 nonlinear غيطذُی

 nonlinear programming غيطذُیثط٘بٔٝضیعی

 nonprofit organization ؾبظٔبٖغيطا٘تفبػی

 Non-proliferation ٔٙغٌؿتطـ

 nonrepetitive غيطتىطاضقٛ٘سٜ

 nonrepetitive production غيطتىطاضقٛ٘سٜ تِٛيس

 Non-value-added ثسٖٚاضظـافعٚزٜ
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 normal element time ظٔبٖقبذم٘طٔبَ

 normal place ٔحيٍػبزی

 normal time ظٔبٖػبزی

 Numerical Control(NC) وٙتطَػسزی

 objective function تبثغٞسف

 observation ،٘ظط،ٔالحظٝٔكبٞسٜ

 observation form فطْٔكبٞسات

 obsolescence ؾمبٌوٍٟٙی،ا

ٔحهَٛوٝ)ذبضجاظٔحسٚزٜٔكرهبت

 (ثطآٚضزٜٕ٘یوٙساِعأبتضا
off-specification 

ٔٛاززضزؾتطؼ

ٔحهَٛؾرتافعاضیب٘طْ: کامپيوتر 

 افعاضثبتِٛيسا٘جٜٛ

off-the-shelf 

 one-for-one kanabanوب٘جبٖیهثٝیه

 one-of-a-kind ثی٘ظيط

 on-the-job ؛يٕٗذسٔتٔكغَٛثٝوبض

 operation ػُٕ،ػّٕىطز

 operation analysis وبٚیػُٕػّٕىطز،تحّيُ

 operation analysis chart ػّٕىطزتحّيُٕ٘ٛزاض

 Operation Process ٕ٘ٛزاضفطآیٙسػّٕيبت
Chart(OPC) 

 Operations Research(OR) تحميكزضػّٕيبت

 operations sheet ثطٌٝػّٕيبت

 operator process chart ٕ٘ٛزاضپطزاظـاپطاتٛض

 opportunity cost ٞعیٙٝفطنت

 optimal ثٟيٗ

 optimization ؾبظیثٟيٙٝ

 optimize ؾبذتٗثٟيٙٝ

 optimum ثٟيٙٝ،ُّٔٛة

 
optimum product slat 

 order point system ؾيؿتٓ٘مُٝؾفبضـ

 organization ؾبظٔبٖ،تكىيالت،ؾبظٔب٘سٞی

 organization chart ٕ٘ٛزاضؾبظٔب٘ی

 Organizational Breakdown ؾبظٔب٘یؾبذتبضقىؿت
Structure (OBS) 

 outline process chart َطحوّی٘مكٝػّٕيبت

 output ،ثطٚ٘ساز،ٔحهَٛذطٚخی

ؾٛاض"ثطاىتؼٕيطپيبزٜوطزٖٚٔدسزا

 وطزٖ
overhaul 

 overhead ؾطخٕغ،ثبالؾطی

 overhead cost ثبالؾطیٞعیٙٝ

 overtime وبضايبفٝ

 pace rating ثٙسیؾطػتضتجٝ

 packaging sacks ويؿٝثؿتٝثٙسی

 pallet fixture (حُٕثبضیچطخزؾت)پبِتٍٟ٘ساض٘سٜ

ضٚىؾىٛةثّٙسلطاضزازٖ،ثٛؾيّٝؾىٛة

 palletizeچيعىضاحُٕ(وبٔيٖٛٚغيطٜ)ٔتحطن

 وطزٖ

 paperwork flow chart تكطیفبتازاضیٕ٘ٛزاضخطیبٖ

 Pareto's law لبٖ٘ٛپبضتٛ

ٕ٘ٛزاضپبضتٛ

ثطایزازٜ(ٞيؿتٌٛطاْ)یهتٛظیغفطاٚا٘ی

ٞبیٚنفیاؾتوٝثطاؾبؼٌطٜٚزؾتٝ

ثٙسیقسٜا٘س

Pareto Chart 

 part and parcel خعءالیٙفه

 part replacement خبیٍعیٙیلُؼبت

 Parts Per Million(PPM) لؿٕتزضٔيّيٖٛلؿٕت

 patent department ؾبظٔبٖثجتاذتطاػبت

،ٔكتطیوطزٖ،ٍٟ٘ساضیوطزٖتكٛیك

 قسٖ
patronize 

 
pedant programming 

 percent defective (ذطاثی)زضنس٘مم

 performance ،اخطاػّٕىطز

 performance rating ػّٕىطزضتجٝثٙسی

 performance rating factor ػّٕىطزضتجٝثٙسیفبوتٛض

 performance rating scale ػّٕىطزضتجٝثٙسیٔميبؼ

 performance standard ػّٕىطزاؾتب٘ساضز

 perpetual ثسیزائٕی،ٕٞيكٍی،ا

 personal allowance ظٔبٖذؿتٍیٔدبظفطزی

 personal time ظٔبٖقرهی

 روش ارزيابي و بازنگري پروژه ها

هتىٙيهاؾتوٝزضآٖپطٚغٜثٝی

اظٚلبیغٚٚظبیفنٛضتقجىٝای

ؾبظٔب٘سٞیٔیقٛزوٝثطای٘كبٖزازٖ

ٚلبیغ،فؼبِيتٟبٚاضتجبٌآٟ٘باظٌطٜٚ

 .پيىبٖاؾتفبزٜٔیقٛز

Project Evaluation & Review 
Technique (PERT) 
 

 pharmaceutical ،زاضٚزاضٚؾبظیثٝ،ٚاثؿتٝزاضٚیی

 piece rate ٘طخزؾتٕعزثٝاظایٞطلُؼٝ

 piece rate wage plan لُؼَٝطح٘طخزؾتٕعزثٝاظای

 pitch ،اؾتمطاض٘هت

 planثط٘بٔٝ

 planning horizon افكثط٘بٔٝضیعی

 plant وبضذب٘ٝ،ٔبقيٗآالت،ٔبقيٗ

 plant layout َطاحیوبضذب٘ٝ

 pneumatic ثبفكبضٞٛا ،ثبزی

 point system ؾيؿتٓأتيبظزٞی

 poke-yoke (غاپٙیٚاغٜ)يسذُب

 polymer plant وبضذب٘ٝپّيٕط

 position پؿتؾبظٔب٘یخبیٍبٜ،ٔٛلؼيت،

 postural combination ويفيتیتطويت

 power loom وبضٌبٜثبفٙسٌیثطلی

 power plants ٘يطٌٚبٜتِٛيسثطق

 predetermined motion study ؾيؿتٓظٔب٘ؿٙدیحطوتیاظپيفتؼييٗقسٜ

 premium اِؼُٕحك ،خبیعٜ
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اؾتمطاضزضٔحُپيفثيٙىقسٜاؾتمطاض

 زضٔحُٔؼيٗقسٜ
preposition 

 preventive maintenance ٍٟ٘ساضیپيكٍيطا٘ٝثط٘بٔٝ
program 

 principle of motion economy انَٛالتهبزیحطوت

 prismatic part (ذُی،ا٘تمبِی،قيبضی)ٔٙكٛضیخعء

 probability of survival احتٕبَثمبء

 probability theory احتٕبالت٘ظطیٝ

 procedural elements بنطٔطتجٍثٝضٚیٝػٙ

 procedure ضٚیٝ

 process فطآیٙس،پطٚؾٝ

 process chart ٕ٘ٛزاضفطآیٙس

 ٕ٘ٛزاضفطآیٙسٕ٘بزٞبی

ػّٕيبت .1

ثبظضؾی .2

 حُٕٚ٘مُ .3

 تبذيط .4

شذيطٜؾبظی .5

process chart symbols 
1. Operation 
2. Inspection 
3. Transportation 
4. Delay 
5. Storage 

 process engineer ٟٔٙسؼفطآیٙس

 process layout چيسٔبٖفطآیٙس

 process oriented فطآیٙسٌطا

 process razing پيطایففطآیٙس

 process time ظٔبٖپطزاظـ

 processing پطزاظـ

 product ٔحهَٛ،فطآٚضزٜ،تِٛيس

 product life cycle ػٕطٔحهَٛچطذٝ

 product mix تطويتٔحهَٛ

 product packaging ٔحهَٛثؿتٝثٙسی

 production تِٛيس

 production control تِٛيسوٙتطَ

 production Control تِٛيسوٙتطَؾيؿتٓ
System(PCS) 

 production engineering تِٛيسٟٔٙسؾی

 production planning تِٛيسثط٘بٔٝضیعی

 production report تِٛيسٌعاضـ

 production response time تِٛيسظٔبٖپبؾد

 productive time ظٔبٖثٟطٜٚض

 productivity ثٟطٜٚضی،فطاٚضـ،ؾٛزٔٙسی

 Program Evaluation and ثط٘بٔٝضٚـاضظیبثیٚثبظٍ٘طی
Review Technique 

ٔسیطیتپطٚغٜ

فؼبِيتٞبییهپطٚغٜثبفطآیٙسٞسایت

ٚزض(ثٛزخٝٔكرم)حسالُٞعیٙٝ

 چٟبضچٛةٔستظٔبٖٔكرم

project management 

 projection ٘مكٝوكى ،َطح

 proliferation ٌؿتطـ

 proposal پيكٟٙبزیَطح

 propulsion ضا٘سٖ،پيف،زفغ،ذطٚجٔحطوٝ٘يطٚی

 prototype ٕ٘ٛ٘ٝاِٚيٝ،ٕ٘ٛ٘ٝانّی

 psychomotor حطوتی-ضٚا٘ی

 purchase ذطیسٖ،ذطیساضیوطزٖ

 purchase order ذطیسزؾتٛضذطیس،ؾفبضـ

 quadratic function تبثغزضخٝزْٚ

 quadratic programming یثط٘بٔٝضیعىغيطذُ

 qualified operator اپطاتٛضٚاخسقطایٍ

 quality assurance(QA) تًٕيٗويفيت

 quality control(QC) ويفيتوٙتطَ

 quality defect٘ممويفی

 quality function employment اؾتمطاضويفیػّٕىطزی

 Quality Function ٌؿتطـوبضوطزويفيت
Deployment (QFD) 

 quality in process ويفيتزضٖٚفطآیٙسی

 quantifiable یبتؼييٗؾٙدفلبثُ

 queue نف

 queuing system نفؾيؿتٓ

 queuing theory تئٛضینف

 quick changeover (اُ٘جبق)تغييطؾطیغ

 Quick Response ؾبذتٚتِٛيسٚاوٙفؾطیغ
Manufacturing(QRM) 

 rack لفؿٝ،َبلچٝ

 random access زؾتطؾیتهبزفی

 random element ػٙهطتهبزفی

 range of time زأٙٝظٔب٘ی

 ranking methods ثٙسیضٚـٞبیضتجٝ

 rate ٘طخ

 rate cutting (تِٛيس)وبٞف٘طخ

 rate setting تثجيت٘طخ

 rated average elemental time ٔيبٍ٘يٗٔٛظٖٚظٔبٖپبیٝ

 rating study ضتجٝثٙسی،٘طخٌصاضی

 ratio delay study ٘ؿجت-ُٔبِؼٝتبذيط

 raw material inventory ٔٛخٛزیٔٛازذبْ

 reaming ثطلٛظزٖ

 recipient وٙٙسٜ،ٚنَٛوٙٙسٜ،زضیبفتٌيط٘سٜ

 reciprocal ،زَٚطفٝ،زٚخب٘جٝٔتمبثُ،ػُٕٔتمبثُ

،٘يطٚیوطزٖ،٘ٛأٛظاؾترساْوبضٔٙستبظٜ

 ٌطفتٗتبظٜ
recruiter 

 recurrent ،ػٛزوٙٙسٜثطٌطز٘سٜ

 redistributing ثبظتٛظیغ

 redundant ظایسافعٚ٘ٝ،

 Redundant Constrain ٔحسٚزیتظائس

 regulator تٙظيٓوٙٙسٜ

 relayoutچيسٔبٖٔدسز

اػتجبض،لبثّيتإَيٙبٖ،لبثّيتاػتٕبز،

 پبیبیی،اػتٕبزپصیطی
reliability 
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 remuneration system ؾيؿتٓپطزاذتحكاِعحٕٝ

 repetitive ،ٔىطضتىطاضی

 requirement ٘يبظ،احتيبجاِعاْ،٘يبظٔٙسی،

 requisition ،تمبيبزضذٛاؾت

 resource capacity planning ثط٘بٔٝضیعیظطفيتٔٙبثغ

 Resource Leveling تؿُيحٔٙبثغ

 rest ،وطزٖتدسیسلٛا،ثبليٕب٘سٜ

 restudy ثبظٍ٘طی،ُٔبِغٔدسز

 retail sale فطٚقیذطزٜ

 retime ظٔب٘ؿٙدیٔدسز

 retrieval of information ثبظیبثیاَالػبت

ثطٚظزضاٚضزٖیبايبفٕٝ٘ٛزٖثٝیه

 ؾيؿتٓٔٛخٛزثٝٔٙظٛضثٟجٛزاٖ
retrofit 

 revenue ػبیسی،ثبظزٜ،ؾٛز

 reverse ،ثطٌكتٗوطزٖ،ٔؼىٛؼ،پكتٔؼىٛؼ

 rework زٚثبضٜوبضی

 reworkableلبثُزٚثبضٜوبضی

 risk analysis تحّيُضیؿه

 risk mitigation وبٞفضیؿه

 root cause ػّتضیكٝای

 route ٔؿيط

 route sheet (ؾبذت)ثطئؿيط

 routing ،ٔؿيطیبثیٔؿيطٌعیٙی

 run time ظٔبٖوبض

 safety engineering ٟٔٙسؾیایٕٙی

 safety factor فبوتٛضایٕٙی

 safety margin حبقيٝأٗ

 salaryحمٛق،زؾتٕعز

 sales commission حمٛقوٕيؿيٖٛ

 sales lead time ظٔبٖتساضنفطٚـ

 satisfactory performance ػّٕىطزضيبیتثرف

 scale model ٔسَٔميبؾی

 scanning ،ٔطٚضاخٕبِیپٛیف

 schedule attainment ظٔب٘جسی(ثط٘بٔٝ)زؾتيبثیثٝ

 scheduling ظٔب٘جٙسی

 schematic model ليبؾیٔسَ

 schematically ثُٛضَطحیبذالنٝ

 scope حٛظٜ

 scrap يبیؼبت،لطايٝ

ؾط٘سظ٘ى،ؾط٘سوطزٖ،ؾط٘س،ٕ٘بیفثط

 ضٚىپطزٜتّٛیعیٖٛ،اظٔبیف
screening 

 scrutiny ،ثطضؾیٔٛقىبفی

 segmenting وطزٖلُؼٝلُؼٝ

 select ا٘تربةوطزٖ

 self-imposed ثطذٛزتحٕيُقسٜ

 semi-flow-line ذٍخطیبٖقجٝ

 senior executive ٔسیطاضقس

 sensitivity analysis تحّيُحؿبؾيت

 sequence تٛاِی،تطتيت

 sequential relationship ضاثُٝتطتيجی

 sequential test آظٔبیفٔساْٚ

 service capacity ظطفيتذسٔت

 setup ضاٜا٘ساظی

 setup method ا٘ساظیضٚـضاٜ

 setup reduction ضاٜا٘ساظی(ظٔبٖ)وبٞف

 setup time ظٔبٖضاٜا٘ساظی

 severity ،زلتٌيطی،ؾرت،قستؾرتی

 shared resource عٔٙبثغٔكب

 shared resource work flow خطیبٖوبضثطاؾبؼٔٙبثغٔكبع

 shareholder ؾٟٓزاض،نبحتؾٟٓ

 Shewhart chart قييٛٞبضتٕ٘ٛزاض

 shop floor control وٙتطَؾُحوبضٌبٜ

 shop supervisors ٘بظطفطٚـ

 short run وٛتبٜٔست

 short-cycle ثبچطذٝوٛتبٜ

 shorten ،وبؾتٗ،ٔرتهطوطزٖوطزٖوٛتبٜ

 short-term ،ٔرتهطٔستوٛتبٜ

 shutdown ذبٔٛـوطزٖ

 simulation قجيٝؾبظی،تكجيٝ

 simultaneous engineering ٟٔٙسؾیٕٞعٔبٖ

 simultaneous motion (simo) ٕ٘ٛزاضحطوتٕٞعٔبٖ
chart 

 single delivery ظٔبٖاضؾبَٚاحس

 Single Minute Change of تؼٛیكغبِتیهزليمٝای
Die(SMED) 

قفؾيٍٕبیؼٙیضؾيسٖثٝؾُحیاظ

ويفيتتِٛيساتٚاضایٝیذسٔبتوٝ

زض4/3ذُبیفطآیٙسٞبیوبضیثٝٔيعاٖ

 . یهٔيّيٖٛٔٛلؼيتوبٞفیبثس

six sigma 

 skill ٟٔبضت

 skill-based pay system ؾيؿتٓپطزاذتثطاؾبؼٟٔبضت

 slag اظٌطفتٗ،تفبِٝ،اقغبَتفبِٝ

 snapback method ثبظٌكتثٝاَٚضٚـظٔبٖؾٙدی

تحّئُساضپٟٙبٖ

٘ؿجتبًتحّيُاضثعایهٖپٟٙباضٔستحّيُ

ضثَٝٛوٝؾتاٖحباَطایثطخسیس

یهغتىِٙٛٛیٞبٖٔبظؾبزضٞبییٙسافع

ٖپٟٙباضٔس.زٔیقٌٛطفتٝضثٝوبپيكطفتٝ

زض(الخيه)ُٔٙمیٖخطیبیهلغٚازض

ؾتاؾيؿتٓزضٖٜٚپيفثيٙی٘كسٔؿيط

ػُٕیه٘سأیتٛذبنییٍاقطتحتوٝ

ػُٕیهاظیبٜقسؾجتضاة٘بُّٔٛ

 وٙسیخٌّٛيطةُّٔٛ

sneak-circuit analysis 
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 soil salinity یذبنٔيعاٖقٛض

 soldering ِحيٓوبضی

 sophistication ٟٔبضت

 source inspection technique تىٙيهثبظضؾیٔٙجغ

 space utilization ثٟطٌٜيطیاظفًب

 span،پٛقف،ٌؿتطزٌیٔحسٚزٜ

 spatial configuration پيىطٜثٙسییفًبیی

 
spatial order 

،،شوطذهٛنيبت،تكريمتهطیح

 ٔكرهبت
specification 

 speed rating ضتجٝثٙسیؾطػت

 spindle ٔحٛض

 spinning frame تبثی٘دیبزؾتٍبٜچٟبضچٛة

 spiral ٔبضپيچ،حّعٚ٘ی

 spotlight ٘ٛضافىٗ

 spreadsheet نفحٌٝؿتطزٜ

 staff ،وبضوٙبٖوبضٔٙساٖ

 staffing لبثُزؾتطؼؾبذتٗافطازثطاىؾبظٔبٟ٘ب

 standard اؾتب٘ساضز

 standard allowance ظٔبٖذؿتٍیاؾتب٘ساضز

 standard cost ٞعیٙٝاؾتب٘ساضز

 standard performance ػّٕىطزاؾتب٘ساضز

 standard practice وبضوطزاؾتب٘ساضز

 standard time ظٔبٖاؾتب٘ساضز

 standardization ،ٍٕٞٛ٘یؾبظیٔتؼبضف

 starting rate ٘طخقطٚع

 static work وبضایؿتب

 station dwell time (وبضی)ظٔبٖتٛلفزضایؿتٍبٜ

 statistical process وٙتطَفطآیٙسآٔبضی
control(SPC) 

 statistical quality control وٙتطَويفيتآٔبضی

 statistics أبض،اضلبْ

 statistic آٔبضٜ

 steel فٛالز،فٛالزی،اؾتيُ

 steelworker وبضٌطنٙؼتفٛالز

 step bonus پبزاـًٔبػف

،پيكىبض،ٔجبقط،٘بظط،ٔجبقطتذطجٚويُ

 وطزٖ
steward 

 stifle فطٚ٘كب٘سٖ،وطزٖذبٔٛـ

 stipulate ،فطٚ٘كب٘سٖوطزٖذبٔٛـ

 stochastic model اٍِٛىتهبزفى

 stock out cost وٕجٛززضٔٛخٛزیٞعیٙٝ

 
stooping position 

 stopwatch قٕبضقٕبض،لسْوطٚ٘ٛٔتط،ٌبْ

 storage mode شذيطٜؾبظیَطظ

 straight-line depreciation ضٚـاؾتٟالنذٍٔؿتميٓ

 strategy اؾتطاتػی،ضاٞجطز

 stratify وطزَٖجمٝ،َجمٝوطزٖچيٙٝچيٙٝ

 streamline ٚٔٛثطوطزٖؾبزٜ

 stretch out (وبض)وفآٚضزٖظٔبٖ

 stuffing ا٘جبقتٗ

 subassembly لؿٕتفطػىزؾتٍبٜ

 subordinate ،ظیطزؾتتط،پبیيٗ،فطػی،ٚاثؿتٝزٖٚٔب

 subsidiary تبثؼٝ،تمٛیتى،قطوتتبثؼٝ

 suggestion system ؾيؿتٓپيكٟٙبزات

 sundry function وبضوطزٔرتّف

 supervision ،ؾطپطؾتی٘ظبضت

 supplier تبٔيٗوٙٙسٜ،تِٛيسوٙٙسٜ

 supply ،زیسٖ،تساضنزاقتٗػطيٝ

 supply chain management(SCM) ٔسیطیتظ٘ديطٜتبٔيٗ

 support effectivenessاثطثركیحٕبیتی

،،ثبظزیسوطزٖییبث،ظٔيٙٝپيٕبیف

 ،وطزٖٕٔيعی
survey 

،ٞٓقسٖ،تطويت،أيرتٗوطزٖتطويت

 وطزٌٖصاضی
synthesize 

 system dynamicپٛیبییؾيؿتٓ

 system parameter پبضأتطؾيؿتٓ

 take-home pay پطزاذتوبضزضٔٙعَ

 takt (tact) time ظٔبٖزليك

 
tall gates 

 tapping يطثٝظزٖ

 tax ٔبِيبت

 telecommunication اضتجبَبت

 template اٍِٛ،لبِت

 temporary rate ٔٛلتی(پطزاذت)٘طخ

 temporary standard اؾتب٘ساضزٔٛلتی

 theory of constraints تئٛضیٔحسٚزیتٞب

 threblingوبض(ثرفپبیٝای)٘بْٚاحس

 throughput تٛاٖػّٕيبتی،ثبظزٜ

 throwing dice تبؼضیرتٗ

 tight standard اؾتب٘ساضزٔحىٓ

 time allowance ظٔبٖثيىبضیٔدبظ

 time scale ٔميبؼظٔبٖ

 time span ٔحسٚزٜظٔبٖ

 timekeeping ثجتٚلت،ٍٟ٘ساقتٚلت

 timing ظٔب٘جٙسی

 tolerance ذُب،تحُٕتّطا٘ؽ،حسلبثُلجَٛ

 tool design َطاحیاثعاض

 toolset خؼجٝثعاض

 top down تّطا٘ؽ،حسلبثُلجَٛذُب،تحُٕ
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،ذبنيتٌكت،تبةذٛضزٖیبتبةپيچ

 ٌكتتبة
torso 

 total inventory by product ٔٛخٛزیوُثطاؾبؼٔحهَٛ

 Total Productive ٍٟ٘ساضیفٙیثبثٟطٜٚضیوبُٔ
Maintenance(TPM) 

 Total Quality Control (TQC) وٙتطَويفيتخبٔغ

 Total Quality Management ٔسیطیتويفيتخبٔغ
(TQM) 

 total revenueزضآٔسوُ

 transportation تطاثطی،حُٕٚ٘مُ

 travel element ٕ٘ٛزاضٞبیؾفط

ثطٌطفتٝقسٜاظحطٚفاَٚ TRIZ ٚاغٜ

 : ثبقسوّٕبتزضػجبضتضٚؾیظیطٔی
Teoriya Resheniya Izobrototelskikh Zadatch 

 ػجبضت وٝثطاثطاٍّ٘يؿیآٖ

Theory of Inventive Problem Solvingثب

٘ظطیٝاؾتوٝثٝٔؼٙبی (TIPS ٔرفف

ایٗزا٘فزض.ثبقسحُاثساػب٘ٝٔؿبِٝٔی

قٙبذتٝ TRIZ ؾطاؾطخٟبٖتحتػٙٛاٖ

 .قٛزٔی

TRIZ 
 

 troubleshooting ضفغػيت،ػيتظزایی،ٔيب٘دیٌطی

 
true optimum 

 turret ثطجٔتحطن،ثطجٌطزاٖ

 two-bin system ؾيؿتٓؾفبضـزٞیزٚظطفی

 ultimate user وبضثطٟ٘بیی

 unavoidable delay تأذيطغيطلبثُاختٙبةپصیط

 unavoidable delay allowance تأذيطغيطلبثُاختٙبةپصیطظٔبٖٔدبظ

 unconstrained problem ٔؿئّٝثسٖٚٔحسٚزیت

 undulation ،حطوت٘ٛؾبٖ

 union اختٕبع،اتحبز

 unitary whole وُیىپبضچٝ

 unpacking ضاٌكٛزٖثٙسیثؿتٝ،ثبظوطزٖ

 upgrading اضتمأزازٖ

 upstream work center ٔطوعوبضثبالزؾتی

 useful life ٔفيسػٕط

 utility analysis آ٘بِيعؾٛزٔٙسی

 utilization ،ثىبضثطی،ٔهطف،اؾتفبزٜؾٛزٔٙسی

 valid حٔؼتجط،نحي

 validate ،تبیيساػتجبضٔؼتجطؾبذتٗ

اػتجبضثركی،اػتجبضؾٙدی،اػتجبض،

 تهسیك
validation 

 value added اضظـافعٚزٜ

 value analysis آ٘بِيعاضظـ

 value stream خطیبٖاضظـ

 value-added ratio ٘ؿجتاضظـافعٚزٜ

 variable cost ٞعیٙٝٔتغيط

 variable element ػٙهطٔتغيط

 variable expense ٞعیٙٝٔتغيط

 variance ٚاضیب٘ؽ

 varnish وطزٖنيمّی

 verification ثطضؾی،تحميك،قٙبؾبیی،تهسیك

 vertical spindle ٔحٛضػٕٛزی

 visual review system ؾيؿتٓٔطٚضثهطی

 wage ،ٔعز،زؾتٕعز،اخطت

 wage and salary ؾبظٔبٖحمٛقٚزؾتٕعز
administration 

 wage curve ٔٙحٙیزؾتٕعز

 wage differential تفبٚتزؾتٕعز

 wage incentive plan َطحاٍ٘يعقیزؾتٕعز

 wage rate زؾتٕعز٘طخ

 waiting line زضحبَا٘تظبضنف

 warrant ،ٌٛاٞیوطزٖتًٕيٗ

فطؾٛزٜقسٖ،ٔؿتّٟهقسٖ،ؾبیيسٜ

 قسٖ
wear(v) 

 wear-out (زضاثطاؾتؼٕبَ)قسٖٚفطؾٛزٜوٟٙٝ

 welding خٛقىبضى

 white collar وبضٔٙسزفتطی

 wholesale ػٕسٜفطٚقی

فطآیٙسیثطایٞسایتوبضثطاٖاظثيٗ

 ٔدٕٛػٝایاظؾٛاالت
wizard 

 work cycle ؾيىُوبضی

 work force ٘يطٚیوبض

 Work In Process(WIP) وبضزضحبَپطزاظـ

 work measurement ا٘ساظٌٜيطیوبض

 work rotation ٌطزـقغّی

 work simplification ؾبزٜؾبظیوبض

 working capital ؾطٔبیٝزضٌيطزضوبض

 working condition قطایٍوبضی

 workplace ٔديٍوبض

 workstation ایؿتٍبٜوبضی

 workstation layout چيسٔبٖایؿتٍبٜوبضی

 worn-out part لُؼیفطؾٛزٜ

 worst-circuit analysis تحّيُثستطیٗٔساض

 yaw ا٘حطاف،حطوتضاؾتثٝچپ

 yield حبنُ ،ثٕطزازٖ

 zero-based budgeting ثٛزخٝثٙسیثطٔجٙبینفط
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